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ABSTRACT 
 

Persian has a case system whereby specific direct objects are marked with the enclitic را =rā. 

However, the spoken language presents a greater degree of flexibility with regard to =rā 

marking, especially in complex clauses such as restrictive relative clauses where a head noun 

can fulfil more than one syntactic function. Previous descriptions of direct object marking in 

relative clauses in Persian are routinely based on high-register language, e.g. written literature, 

and they are inconsistent in their observations. This study is an empirical investigation of the 

distribution of the =rā marker in restrictive relative clauses in spoken Farsi, and of the degrees 

of acceptance among Farsi speakers of different patterns of this structure. Examples of the target 

structure are taken from ten modern Iranian films and fifty English-to-Farsi spoken translation 

tests. These examples are then used in an acceptability judgement test. The findings of this 

investigation show that there is a considerable disparity between the written restrictive relative 

clauses studied in previous research and spoken versions of the same structure. More 

specifically, it is shown that the omission of the =rā marker is common, that the use of referent 

pronouns seems no longer to be an acceptable feature of the spoken language, and that the use 

of the =rā marker and its acceptability judgement change according to the syntactic function of 

the head noun in the sentence.   

 

Key words:  object marking, relative clause, Farsi, spoken language, acceptability 

judgement test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



SAMMANFATTNING (Abstract in Swedish) 
 

Persiska har ett kasussystem i vilket specifika direkta objekt markeras med det enklitiska 

pronomenet را = rā. I talspråket finns det emellertid en viss flexibilitet med avseende på = rā 

markering, särskilt i komplexa satser som t.ex. restriktiva relativa bisatser där ett korrelat kan 

fylla mer än en syntaktisk funktion. Tidigare beskrivningar av direkt objektmarkering i relativa 

bisatser i persiska är baserade på formellt språk, t.ex. skriftlig litteratur, och är inkonsekventa i 

sina observationer. Denna studie är en empirisk undersökning av fördelningen av =rā markören 

i restriktiva relativa bisatser i talad farsi och olika grader av acceptans bland farsitalare för olika 

mönster i denna struktur. Exempel på målstrukturen tas från tio moderna iranska filmer och 

engelska-till-farsi talade översättningsmeningar av femtio farsitalare. Dessa exempel används 

sedan i ett bedömningstest. Resultaten av denna undersökning visar att det finns en betydande 

skillnad mellan de skriftliga restriktiva relativa bisatser som har beskrivits i tidigare forskning 

och talade versioner av samma struktur. Mer specifikt visas att utelämningen av =rā markören 

är vanlig, att användningen av referenspronomen inte längre verkar vara accepterad i det talade 

språket och att användningen av =rā markören och bedömningen av denna som acceptabel 

förändras enligt den syntaktiska funktionen av korrelatet i meningen. 

 

Nyckelord: objektmarkering, relativsats, farsi, talspråk, bedömningstest 
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GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS1  

 

CL Classifier.  

CLM Clause linkage marker. 

COP Copula.   

DEM.DIST  Demonstrative pronoun or determiner to show distal deixis. 

DEM.PROX  Demonstrative pronoun or determiner to show proximal deixis. 

EẒ  Eẓāfe.  A particle that links two words together. 

IMP Imperfective (for past and non-past verb forms). 

IND Individuation clitic.   

INTER Interrogative pronoun. 

NEG Negative. 

OM Object marker. 

PC Person-marking clitic. 

PL Plural. For example, 1PL means first person plural.  

PN Pronoun. 

PP Past participle. 

PRS  Present tense. 

PST Past tense. 

REF Referential. 

SBJV Subjunctive. 

SG Singular.  For example, 3SG means third person singular.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
1 Informed by Nourzaei et al. (2015). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Relative clauses are subordinate clauses that modify a noun phrase. In New Persian2, relative 

clauses are either restrictive or non-restrictive: non-restrictive relative clauses modify the head 

noun only inasmuch as they add parenthetical detail; restrictive relative clauses restrict the 

possible referent3 of the head noun, thus selecting an individual (or individuals) from a non-

specific set and making it/them specific: 

 

را دیشب خریدم گران بود نآروزنامه ای که  (1)  

ruznāme=i  ke     ān=rā             dišab     xarid-am     gerān     bud4 

newspaper=IND5  CLM   DEM.DIST=OM   last.night   buy.PST-1SG     expensive   be.PST.3SG 

 The newspaper that I bought last night was expensive 

 

The head noun, ruznāme ‘newspaper’, is made specific by the restrictive relative clause ke ānrā 

dišab xaridam ‘that I bought last night’. The combination of the head noun and the relative 

clause, i.e.  ruznāmei ke ānrā dišab xaridam ‘the newpaper that I bought last night’, can be 

considered as an extended noun phrase (McCawley, 1982, p. 100). 

  

As example 1 shows, specific direct objects in Persian are marked with the enclitic6 را =rā 

(labelled OM in the gloss). Persian can relativise direct objects easily, but Farsi speakers mark 

the specific direct object in such relative clauses inconsistently (Elwell-Sutton, 1963, pp. 113–

114). This inconsistency is reflected in the sometimes contradictory descriptions given in 

grammars and textbooks.  For instance, in Thackston (1993, pp.86–87), the pattern in example 

2 is advocated for a sentence like example 1. Note that the enclitic =rā has moved and now 

marks the head noun ruznāme: 

 

                                                             
2 New Persian is a south-western Iranian language evolved from Middle Persian and Old Persian.  It is an umbrella 

term for Farsi, Tajik, and Dari, which are the official languages of Iran, Tajikistan, and Afghanistan, respectively.  

In this degree project, Persian refers to New Persian.  Farsi refers to the spoken variation of Persian used in Iran 

and the Iranian diaspora. 
3 A referent is what a word or expression refers to. 
4 For spelling conventions in the transcriptions, see Dahlén (2010, pp. 25–26). 
5 For glossing conventions, see the glossary of acronyms on p. 1. 
6 An enclitic is a clitic that appears after its host.  A clitic is a unit that is syntactically independent, like a word, 

but it is phonologically dependent on its host. 
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 روزنامه ای را که دیشب خریدم گران بود (2)

ruznāme=i=rā      ke       dišab       xarid-am      gerān     bud 

newspaper=IND=OM    CLM     last.night       buy.PST-1SG     expensive    be.PST.3SG 

 The newspaper that I bought last night was expensive 

 

According to Lambton (1974, p. 76), the =rā marker in such a sentence is optional; according 

to Dahlén (2010, p. 343) it is grammatically incorrect. 

 

In sentence 3, the head noun ruznāme is the subject of the relative clause ke ruye miz bud ‘that 

was on the table’ and the specific direct object of the verb in the main clause xvāndam ‘I read’. 

The enclitic =rā is applied after relative clause: 

 

 روزنامه ای که روی میز بود را خواندم (3)

ruznāme=i ke      ru=ye miz   bud=rā             xvānd-am 

newspaper=IND  CLM    on=EẒ table    be.PST.3SG=OM    read.PST-1SG  

 I read the newspaper that was on the table 

 

This structure is increasingly common among Farsi speakers, but it is considered “much less 

acceptable” and “a recent innovation employed in mass media and by younger speakers” 

(Karimi, 2001, pp. 63–64). Despite this, the structure is featured in examples in modern 

textbooks (e.g. Dahlén, 2010, p. 200), but no description or explanation is given for the new 

position of the =rā marker.   

  

In the field of Persian linguistics, research on restrictive relative clauses has so far focused 

on syntactic theory (e.g. Karimi, 2001),  the written form (e.g. ’Abdollahnejad and Marefat, 

2017) and on the =i enclitic as it is applied to the head noun (e.g. Jahani, 2000). The seemingly 

flexible use and position of the =rā marker in spoken restrictive relative clauses is not fully 

explained in grammars and textbooks, and no empirical data for its distribution has been 

provided in the literature.  

 

The purpose of this degree project is therefore to investigate the distribution of the =rā marker 

in restrictive relative clauses in spoken Farsi. The research questions are as follows:  
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1) When using a restrictive relative clause in speech, how do Farsi speakers mark the head 

noun with =rā if it functions as the specific direct object of the main clause, the relative 

clause, or both clauses? 

 

2) How do Farsi speakers judge different uses of the =rā marker in restrictive relative 

clauses? 

 

In order to answer research question 1, the results of an English-to-Farsi spoken translation test 

given to 50 Farsi speakers are analysed. For more authentic examples of the target structure, 

the speech in ten modern Iranian films is analysed, and all the examples of sentences with both 

a restrictive relative clause and a head noun that functions as the direct object in at least one of 

the clauses are noted for investigation. An acceptability judgement test using examples from 

the films is then conducted with the same 50 Farsi speakers, and the results from this test form 

the basis of an answer to research question 2. 

 

The structure of this degree project is as follows: section 2 elaborates on all the points made in 

this introduction; section 3 is a description of the data-gathering process; section 4 presents the 

results of the investigations; section 5 is a discussion of the results’ implications; section 6 

concludes the study with some final remarks. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

 

2.1. A definition and description of the basic structure of a relative clause 

 

A relative clause is a subordinate clause that modifies a head noun. In example 4, gol  ‘the flower’ 

is the head noun and ke čidi ‘that you picked’ is the modifying part: 

 

دوست دارم گلی را که چیدی (4)  

gol=i=rā   ke7      čid-i             dust dāram  

flower=IND=OM   CLM      pick.PST-2SG    friend  have.PRS.1SG 

I like the flower that you picked 

 

The modifying part ke čidi ‘that you picked’ is the relative clause. Golrā dust dāram ‘I like the 

flower’ is the main clause8. 

 

Experts disagree as to the head noun’s syntactic relation to the modifying part:  some 

descriptions include the head noun within the relative clause (and it is then sometimes referred 

to as a shared noun), and others highlight the dependence of the modifying part (the so-called 

relative clause) on the head noun (McCawley, 1982, p. 100; Nicolaeva, 2006, pp. 505–506). 

The head noun is also called an antecedent in the literature, especially when referred back to by 

a pronoun or a verb in the modifying part.  

 

2.2. A cross-linguistic typology of relative clauses 

 

Most if not all languages of the world have relative clauses of some description, and the 

diversity of structures used in relative clauses is significant.  According to Nikolaeva (2006, p. 

502), relative clauses are classified according to three criteria: 

 

                                                             
7 Example 4 also includes the overt relative complementiser and clause linkage marker (CLM) ke.  ke is typically 

overt in ordinary relative clauses (as opposed to free relative clauses) (Taghvaipour, 2004, p. 276).  See section 

2.3.1 for more details. 
8 Note that the head noun, gol, functions as the specific direct object of both the main clause and the relative 

clause. 
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1) The syntactic connection between the head noun and the relative clause (as mentioned 

in section 2.1). 

2) The expression of the modified noun phrase in the relative clause. 

3) The grammatical status of the modified noun phrase within the relative clause. 

 

Criterion 1 refers to the extent to which a head noun can be considered a syntactic component 

of the relative clause. Examples from some languages, e.g. Walbiri (an Australian Aboriginal 

language), show a very loose connection between the two clauses where the head noun and 

relative clause cannot form a single component, e.g. a noun phrase. However, most languages 

display a closer connection (e.g. see example 4), in which the relative clause is syntactically 

embedded in the sentence, and the head noun and relative clause form something like an 

extended noun phrase (Nikolaeva, 2006, pp. 502–503).   

 

Criterion 2 refers to the four ways in which the head noun (or, the shared noun) is expressed in 

the relative clause in different languages. First, non-reduction is the process by which the shared 

noun can occur unchanged in the relative clause (see example 5). Second, pronoun retention 

explains how in some languages the relativised position can be signalled by a personal pronoun9 

(see example 6). This is a strategy used in relative clauses in Persian: it is obligatory in the case 

of prepositional objects (see example 11) and optional with direct objects (see example 36 

glossed in example 6). Third, relative pronouns are a strategy to represent the head noun 

(including its gender, number and case) in a reduced form in the relative clause.  These pronouns 

normally have a conspicuous position in the relative clause (see example 7). Finally, gapping 

refers to the process by which the head noun is represented by a syntactic gap in the relative 

clause (see example 8) (ibid., p. 503). The following examples are glosses that demonstrate 

these strategies for expressing the head noun in the relative clause: 

 

(5)  Non-reduction in Hindi:  Which man’s dog is sick, that man I saw?  

(6)  Pronoun retention in Persian:  A man entered who I did not know him.  

(7)  Relative pronoun in German:  Who is the girl with whom you spoke?   

(8)  Gapping in English:  I heard the sound I was waiting for ___10  

   

                                                             
9 Alternatively referred to as a resumptive pronoun or a referent pronoun. In this degree project the term referent 

pronoun is used. 
10 Some languages also employ a technique that falls between strategies 7 and 8. In Swedish, for example, the 

relativiser som in a sentence like boken som du pratade om avoids gapping, but som is not a relative pronoun.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_pronoun
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Criterion 3 is related to the grammatical status of the modified noun phrase within the relative 

clause. Languages can use more than one relativisation stategy, and the distribution of these 

strategies has been summarised in the following accessibility hierarchy (quoted in Nikolaeva, 

2006, p. 504):     

 

subject > direct object > indirect object > oblique argument > possessor > object of comparison 

 

where > denotes “is more accessible to relativisation” without secondary resources e.g. 

prepositions and referent pronouns. Therefore, all languages that have relative clauses can 

relativise subjects, fewer can relativise direct objects, even fewer can relativise indirect objects, 

and so on as one moves to the right of the hierarchy. Furthermore, if a language can relativize 

a position in this hierarchy (without secondary resources such as prepositions), it must also be 

able to relativise to the left of that position. For example, Persian can relativise direct objects 

(see example 4), so it must be able to relativise subjects (Croft, 2002, p. 149).   

 

2.3. A typology of relative clauses in Persian 

 

Relative clauses in Persian can be categorised in three ways: ordinary and free (see section 

2.3.1), restrictive and non-restrictive (see section 2.3.2), and extraposed and non-extraposed 

(see section 2.3.3). 

 

2.3.1. Ordinary and free relative clauses 

 

Relative clauses in Persian are either ordinary or free (’Abdollahnejad and Marefat, 2017, p. 

136). Examples 1-4 are ordinary relative clauses, i.e. the relative clause modifies an overt head 

noun. Free relative clauses, on the other hand, do not have an overt head noun and, instead, 

begin with the prefix har (-ever in English, e.g. whatever). Note that in free relative clauses, the 

complentiser ke is not obligatory:   
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 هرکی او را دید سالم کرد (9)

 harki     u=rā           did             salām kard 

 whoever    PN.3SG=OM    see.PST.3SG   hello     do.PST.3SG 

 Whoever saw them said hello (ibid., p. 137) 

 

2.3.2. Restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses 

 

Relative clauses in Persian are either restrictive or non-restrictive. Non-restrictive relative 

clauses provide descriptive, supplementary, parenthetical information, as if in apposition to the 

head noun. These clauses can be considered unnecessary for understanding the meaning of the 

main clause and can therefore be removed from the sentence without causing ambiguity:  

 

زیباست یشهر است شهر تبریز که در شمال ایران (10)  

šahr=e  Tabriz ke     dar šomāl=e irān=ast             šahr=i    zibā=st  

city= EẒ    Tabriz    CLM    in     north= EẒ    Iran= COP.PRS.3SG  city=IND    beautiful.COP.PRS.3SG 

Tabriz, which is in the north of Iran, is a beautiful city 

 

On the other hand, restrictive relative clauses restrict the possible referent of the head noun, 

thus selecting an individual (or individuals) from a non-specific set and making it (or them) 

specific. As example 11 shows, restrictive relative clauses are necessary for understanding the 

full meaning of the sentence and can therefore not be removed without causing ambiguity:  

 

 شهری که در آن زندگی می کردیم سرد است (11)

šahr=i   ke    mā       dar ān            zendegi   mi-kard-im     sard=ast   

city=IND   CLM  PN.1PL  in     DEM.DIST   life                IMP-do.PST-1PL  cold=COP.PRS.3SG  

 The city in which we used to live is cold (Thackston, 1993, p. 88) 

 

Example 11 shows how the enclitic =i is (normally) suffixed to the head noun (or the head noun 

phrase) of a restrictive relative clause to highlight the restrictive selection. 

 

2.3.3. Extraposed and non-extraposed relative clauses11 

 

                                                             
11 Alternatively named unmarked and contrastive (e.g. Windfuhr and Perry, 2009, pp. 504-505). 
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Relative clauses in Persian are either non-extraposed or extraposed12. A non-extraposed relative 

clause is adjacent to the head noun: 

 

دست بود وارد شد مسنی که یک کیف بزرگ به مرد (12)  

 mard=e mosen=i    ke   yek  kif=e  bozorg be dast bud          vāred šod 

man=EẒ    elderly=IND    CLM one  bag=EẒ   large        to   hand  be.PST.3SG  entered become.PST.3SG                    

 An old man who had a big bag in his hand arrived (ibid., p. 22) 

 

This position is canonical in Persian (Rasekh-Mahand, Alizadeh-Sahraie and Izadifar, 2014, p. 

21). However, in an extraposed relative clause, the relative clause is moved to a post-verbal 

position: 

 

دست بود  مسنی وارد شد که یک کیف بزرگ به مرد (13)  

 mard=e mosen=i  vāred šod                 ke   yek kif=e bozorg be dast bud         

man=EẒ    elderly=IND entered become.PST.3SG  CLM one  bag=EẒ large        to   hand  be.PST.3SG   

 An old man arrived who had a big bag in his hand (ibid., p. 22) 

 

Copular relative clauses, for example, are automatically extraposed, because the copula is 

enclitic (Windfuhr and Perry, 2009, p. 505): 

 

 اوآن دختریست که علی را دوست دارد (14)

u             ān          doxtar=i=st   ke    ’ali=rā   dust  dār-ad 

PN.3SG       DEM.DIST  girl=IND=COP.PRS.3SG       CLM  Ali=OM      friend  have.PRS-3SG 

She is the girl who loves Ali (ibid., p. 505) 

 

There are several other reasons for extraposing a relative clause. The most obvious reason is to 

move a “heavy” (i.e. grammatically complex or long) constituent to a place where it no longer 

interrupts the flow of the main clause. A second possible reason is that the speaker / writer wants to 

add emphasis to a certain element of the sentence. Finally, there is a tendency in many languages 

to adopt a given-to-new information order, whereby novel information is most effectively placed at 

the end of the sentence (Rasekh-Mahand, Alizadeh-Sahraie and Izadifar, 2014). 

                                                             
12 Extraposition is a syntactic phenomenon whereby word order is altered to allow for the movement of either new/ 

important information or “heavy” constituents.  
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2.4. An introduction to =rā 

 

2.4.1. The function of =rā 

 

=rā is the only postposition in New Persian. It is a function word, i.e. it has no lexical meaning, 

but rather contains grammatical information. It is an enclitic, i.e. it is a phonologically 

dependent morpheme that is applied after the noun or the noun phrase13 (Spencer and Luís, 

2012, p. 123). It is also a marker, whose primary function is to mark case (see e.g. examples 4 

and 9), and whose secondary (and rare) function is to emphasise e.g. adverbials (Shokouhi and 

Kipka, 2003, p. 954):  

 

 امروز را به مدرسه نرو (15)

 emruz=rā be madrese na-ro 

 today=OM  to   school  NEG.SBJV.go.2SG 

 Don’t go to school today of all days   

 

2.4.2. The phonology of =rā 

 

[rɑ] is the underlying representation for =rā, but it is very rarely used in everyday speech. 

Instead, it is pronounced [ro] after most vowel sounds and [o] after most consonant sounds 

(Jam, 2017, p. 2). It is always unstressed; thus example 15 is said as [ɛmˈruzo].  

 

2.4.3. The history of =rā as a case marker 

 

The =rā marker has been traced back to the Old Persian postposition rādiy, meaning ‘for the 

sake of’:   

 

                                                             
13  See example 22 for an example of how complex a noun phrase can be. 
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(16) avahạyarādiy kāram avājaniyā mātayamām xšnāsātiy taya adam naiy Bạrdiya 

 amiy haya Kurauš puça 

 For that reason he would kill the people thinking that: ‘May they not know me

 [and realize that]: I am not Smerdis son of Cyrus!’ (Skjaervo, 2016, p. 9) 

 

From Old Persian to Middle Persian (i.e. from 300 B.C.), the case system was reduced and rāð 

became a postposition that marked both the accusative and the dative cases (Bubenik, 2007, p. 

94). In example 17, rāð functions as a dative postposition and shows how Middle Persian used 

the expression ‘to him there was not’ to mean he had not: 

 

(17) u pāpak rāð hēč frazand nē but 

 and Pāpak had no son 

 

In example 18, rāð functions as an accusative postposition: 

 

(18) uš artaxšer rāð ō āxvari storān fristāt 

 and he sent Artaxšer to his stables of cattle 

 

In Classical Persian, rāð became rā and it continued to mark both the dative and the accusative 

cases (albeit inconsistently). In example 19, which is taken from ’Ali Neẓāmi ʿArużi 

Samarqandi’s twelfth-century Čahār Maqāle (’Arużi, 1957)  the dual function of =rā is 

demonstrated within a few sentences. The examples of =rā and their translations are underlined, 

and the dotted lines highlight specific direct objects that are unmarked in ’Aruzi’s text, but 

which would certainly be marked with =rā in modern New Persian text: 

 

(19)  

شهریار او را بنواخت ]و گفت[ … محمود خداوندگار من است. تو شاهنامه به نام او رها کن و هجو او 

 به من ده تا بشویم و ترا اندک چیزی بدهم.

 

Shahriar soothed him [and said] “Mahmud is my master. Leave the Shāhnāme in 

his name, and give me the satire that you wrote about him, so that I can destroy 

it and give you a small reward” [my translation]. 
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In Modern New Persian, prepositions e.g.  به  be are used to mark the dative case, but there are 

a few fossilised expressions still in use where=rā’s former function as a dative case marker can 

be seen: 

 

 من تو را گفتم (20)

 man     to=rā        goft-am 

 PN.1SG  PN.2SG=OM  say.PST-1SG 

 I said to you 

 

However, such expressions are the exception. Today, the only case that =rā routinely marks is 

the direct object: 

 

 من کلید را گم کردم (21)

 man    kelid =rā   gom kard-am 

 PN.1SG  key=OM         lost    do.PST-1SG 

I lost the key 

 

Typical for an enclitic, the =rā  marker is not restricted to a position adjacent to the noun; rather, 

it can follow a noun phrase of any complexity: 

 

صمیمی ام را گم کردم من کلید اتاق بزرگ دوست (22)  

 man    kelid=e otāq=e  bozorg=e  dust=e   ṣamimi=am=rā   gom kard-am 

 PN.1SG  key=EẒ    room=EẒ   large=EẒ        friend=EẒ  close=PC.1SG=OM      lost    do.PST-1SG 

I lost the key to the large room of my close friend 

 

Example 22 shows how a cluster of nouns and/or adjectives is regarded as one noun phrase, i.e. 

a syntactic whole. The elements are joined by the ezāfe =e, and the =rā marker is applied at the 

end of the noun phrase. 

  

2.5. The “differential” use of =rā to mark direct objects in Persian 

 

Differential object marking (DOM) is a phenomenon whereby not all direct objects are marked 

consistently with the accusative case (Bossong, 1991, p. 151); instead, the case marking is 
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determined by particular semantic factors. Spanish, for example, has an animate/inanimate-

related DOM system, whereby direct objects are marked only if they refer to people; non-human 

referents are left unmarked. 

 

Persian has a DOM system that is sensitive to specificity; theoretically speaking, the more 

specific a noun phrase is in Persian, the more likely it is to be marked with =rā.  The precise 

meaning of “specific” with regard to nouns and noun phrases is complex and by no means 

universally agreed upon (Shokouhi and Kipka, 2003). However, experts agree on some ground 

rules, and these are illustrated in Figure 1 and examples 23, 25 and 26: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Classification of noun phrases in Persian (Geranpayeh, 2000, p. 42)    

 من کتاب را خریدم (23)

man    ketāb=rā   xarid-am 

PN.1SG  book=OM      buy.PST-1SG 

 (specific definite)  I bought the book (Dabir-Moghaddam, 1990, p. 35) 

 

را خریدم من کتابی (24)  

man    ketāb=i=rā   xarid-am 

PN.1SG  book=IND=OM  buy.PST-1SG 

 (specific indefinite) I bought a certain book (ibid., p.35)14 

 

                                                             
14 Note that many Farsi speakers consider this combination of the individuation clitic =i and the =rā marker 

incorrect if not followed by a restrictive relative clause. It is included in Dabir-Moghaddam (1990, p. 35) and 

Thackston (1993, p. 35) presumably as a theoretical possibility. In an informal survey conducted among five Farsi-

speaking friends, all considered this sentence to be incorrect.   
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 من کتابی خریدم (25)

man    ketāb=i    xarid-am 

PN.1SG  book=IND    buy.PST-1SG 

 (non-specific indefinite) I bought a book (any book) (ibid., p.35) 

 

 من کتاب خریدم (26)

man    ketāb  xarid-am 

PN.1SG  book      buy.PST-1SG 

 (non-specific generic) I bought books (ibid., p.35) 

 

The following sentences provide further examples of specific direct objects, e.g. proper nouns 

(27), nouns described by demonstrative adjectives (28), reflexives (29), complements of the 

phrase “one of” and “none of” (30), and complements of the phrase “a certain” (a “specific 

indefinite object”) (31) (Thackston, 1993: pp. 34 ̶ 35): 

 

ی شناسید؟منیژه را م (27)  

maniže=rā  mi-šenās-id?  

Manizhe=OM   IMP-know.PRS-2.PL   

 Do you know Manizhe? 

 

 آن کتاب را فروختی؟ (28)

ān            ketāb=rā  foruxt-i? 

DEM.DIST   book=OM     sell.PST-2SG 

 Did you sell that book? 

 

 ما همدیگر را خیلی دوست داریم (29)

mā       ham-digar=rā     xeili dust  dār-im 

PN.1PL   one-another=OM         very    friend  have.PRS-1PL 

 We like one another very much   
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هیچ یک از آنها را نمی خواهم -یکی از اینها را می خواهم  (30)  

 yek=i     az    in-hā=rā              mi-xvāh-am  -       hič-yek az  ān-hā                                                

 one=IND   from  DEM.PROX-PL=OM    IMP-want.PRS-1SG     none-one from DEM.DIST-PL    

 ne-mi-xvāh-am 

 NEG-IMP-want.PRS-1SG 

 I want one of these – I do not want any of those 

 

را شنیدم صدایی (31)  

ṣedā=i=rā     šenid-am15 

sound=IND=OM   hear.PST-1SG 

 I heard a certain sound 

 

2.6. Recent research on relative clauses in written Persian 

 

The position of the enclitic =rā in sentences with relative clauses has been investigated 

theoretically in a broader study on complex determiner phrases (Karimi, 2001). The position of 

the =rā marker between the head noun and the relative clause, as demonstrated in the spoken 

sentence in example 32, is claimed to be correct, even though the head noun is the subject of 

the relative clause: 

  

(32) hame in              edde’ā ro  ke    rāmin bigonāh=e              mi-pazir-an 

 all         DEM.PROX  claim=OM     CLM  Ramin    innocent=COP.PRS.3SG  IMP-accept.PRS-3PL 

 Everyone accepts the claim that Ramin is innocent (ibid., p. 63)  

 

The occurrence of the =rā marker after the relative clause is considered “much less acceptable” 

(ibid., p. 63) and “incorrect by proscriptive grammarians” (ibid., p. 79): 

 

(33)  hame in              edde’a  ke   rāmin bigonāh=e=ro              mi-pazir-an 

 all         DEM.PROX  claim       CLM  Ramin   innocent=COP.PRS.3SG=OM  IMP-accept.PRS-3PL 

 Everyone accepts the claim that Ramin is innocent (ibid., p. 63)  

 

                                                             
15 See previous footnote.  Again, in an informal survey conducted among five Farsi-speaking friends, all considered 

this sentence incorrect.   
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Karimi recognises that the “correct” position of the =rā marker in example 32 is strange, given 

the fact that =rā usually attaches itself at the end of the noun phrase (see example 22), but she 

ultimately explains its position in terms of complex syntactical observations whereby the 

relative clause moves into a phrase structure that allows for the “intervention” of the case 

marker (ibid., p. 77).  The fact that some speakers produce sentences like example 33 is the 

result of “natural intuition” (ibid., p. 80) and the understandable but ultimately incorrect 

generalisation of another rule.  

 

In a later, small-scale corpus study of restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses in forty 

newspaper editorials, 28 relative clauses were found where the head noun functions as the 

specific direct object of the main clause (’Abdollahnejad and Marefat, 2017).  In 81.5% of these 

sentences, the =rā marker is applied before the relative clause (e.g. example 34); otherwise the 

marker occurs after the relative clause (e.g. example 35): 

 

 ناپلئون قانون برده داری را که بعد از انقالب فرانسه ممنوع بود دوباره برقرار کرد (34)

napoleon qānun=e bardedār-i=rā  ke    ba’d  az  enqelāb=e   farānse  mamnu’  

Napoleon      law=EẒ       slavery=IND=OM     CLM  after     of    revolution=EẒ   French        forbidden  

šod-e   bud            dobāre  barqarār kard 

become.PST-PP  be.PST.3SG      again         established   do.PST.3SG 

Napoleon re-established the law of slavery that had been abolished after the 

French revolution (ibid., p. 143) 

 

  سکوت افرادی که سال ها با ایشان کار سیاسی کرده اند را خواستارند (35)

 sokut=e  afrād=i       ke    sāl-hā  bā   išān    kār=e   siyāsi    

 silence=EẒ  people=IND     CLM  year-PL   with  PN.3PL  work=EẒ  political    

 kard-e=and=rā               xāstār=and 

do.PST-PP=COP.PRS.3PL=OM  soliciting=COP.PRS.3PL 

They want the silence of the people who over the years have cooperated with them 

in political affairs (p. 143) 

 

2.7. Observations and rules from textbooks and grammars 
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This section provides a summary of the observations and rules for direct object marking in 

restrictive relative clauses from the published grammars and textbooks encountered on the 

Iranian Languages bachelor programme at Uppsala University.   

 

Gilbert Lazard’s Grammaire du persan contemporain (1957) is a description of spoken and 

written Persian, and relative clauses are described in chapters 207–213 (1957, pp. 222–229). It 

is observed that a head noun that functions as the direct object is normally represented in the 

relative clause by a referent pronoun (in the form of a personal or demonstrative pronoun (p. 

222), and that the =rā marker is applied to the pronoun if appropriate: 

 

 یک مرد وارد شد که من او را نمی شناختم  (36)

yek mard vāred šod                  ke    man    u=rā          na-mi-šenāxt-am 

one  man      entering become.PST.3SG  CLM  PN.1SG  PN.3SG=OM  NEG-IMP- know.PST-1SG 

 A man entered whom I did not know (ibid., p. 222) 

 

However, it is observed that referent pronouns are not always used, in which case the =rā 

marker can be applied to the head noun (ibid., p. 225): 

 

است؟ مگر زنی را که انسان دوست می دارد الماس یا جواهر (37)  

magar zan-i=rā         ke    ensān dust mi-dār-ad          almās yā javāher=ast? 

INTER   woman=IND=OM  CLM person  friend  IMP-have.PRS-3SG  diamond or   jewel=COP.PRS.3SG 

 Is the woman that one loves a diamond or a jewel?  (ibid., p.225) 

 

This phenomenon, Lazard suggests, is the product of attraction16 and is furthermore less logical 

than having a referent pronoun with the =rā marker (ibid., p. 225). No further comment is made 

on the position of the =rā marker in relative clauses but, from the examples given under 

descriptions of other aspects of relative clauses, an optional use of the =rā marker can be 

inferred. For example, the head noun kas in example 38 has no =rā marker, but it performs the 

same syntactic function as zan in example 37: 

 

                                                             
16 Attraction is an error whereby a feature from one word is incorrectly applied to another. 
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وز رفتکسی که دیده ای امر (38)  

kas-i         ke     to         did-e-i           emruz  raft 

 person-IND  CLM   PN.2SG   see.PST-PP-2SG   today      go.PST.3SG 

The person that you have seen left today (ibid., p.222)17 

 

The =rā marker is applied in example 39 where the head noun is specific and functions as the 

direct object of the main clause and as the prepositional object of the relative clause: 

 

 جعفر آدم هایی را که در خیابان با آنها آشنا می شد دوست می داشت (39)

ja’far ādam-hā=i=rā ke     dar xiābān bā  ān-hā            āšenā                        

Jafar    people-PL=IND=OM CLM  in    street        with  DEM.DIST-PL   familar 

mi-šod                  dust  mi-dāšt 

IMP-become.PST.3SG  friend  IMP-have.PST.3SG        

 Jafar liked the people that he met in the street (ibid., p.222) 

 

As its blurb states, L. P. Elwell-Sutton’s Elementary Persian Grammar (1963) is a “simple 

grammatical framework for contemporary written Persian… based on the characteristic idiom 

and phraseology of the language as it is used in newspapers, magazines, and novels”.   In this 

framework, an array of possibilities for structuring restrictive relative clauses is presented and 

briefly described.  Figure 2 summarises the possible structures and combinations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Summary of the possible structures for restrictive relative clauses (Elwell-Sutton, 1963, p. 113) 

                                                             
17 The =rā marker is possibly less legitimate in this sentence, because kas is less specific. 
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As Figure 2 shows, the =rā marker can be applied either to the head noun or to a referent 

pronoun in the relative clause: 

 

دیروز دیدید امروز دیدم (او را)مردی را که  (40)  

 mard=i=rā   ke    (u=rā)         diruz     did-id       emruz   did-am 

 man=IND=OM   CLM  (PN.3SG=OM)  yesterday  see.PST.2PL  today        see.PST.1SG 

 Today, I saw the man you saw yesterday 

  

It is claimed that “idiomatic usages also often occur when the antecedent has one status in the 

main sentence and another in the subordinate clause” (1963, pp. 113–114). An example of this 

is shown in sentence A2 (copied as example 41), where the head noun functions as the specific 

direct object of the relative clause and the subject of the main clause: 

 

دیروز دیدید اینجاست (او را)مردی که  (41)  

 mard=i  ke    (u=rā)         diruz    did id        injā=st 

 man=IND  CLM  (PN.3SG=OM)  yesterday  see.PST-2PL here=COP.PRS.3SG 

 The man you saw yesterday is here 

 

Whatever the structure and syntactic function of the head noun, however, it is clear that the =rā 

marker is not placed after the relative clause.   

 

A. K. S. Lambton’s Persian Grammar (1974), which was originally published in the 1950s in 

a different format, is a scholarly textbook for university students whose academic focus was 

probably the study of Classical Persian literature. Restrictive relative clauses are dealt with 

(Lambton, 1974, pp. 75–78) and a rule is given for the use of the =rā marker if the head noun 

is specific and functions as the specific direct object of either the main clause (see example 42) 

or the relative clause (see example 43). In both cases, the use of =rā is claimed to be optional:  

 

دیدمزنی )را( که دیروز آمد  آن (42)  

ān           zan=i=(rā)         ke     diruz       āmad           did-am18  

 DEM.DIST  woman=IND=(OM)   CLM   yesterday    come.PST.3SG  see.PST-1SG 

I saw the woman who came yesterday (ibid., p. 76) 

                                                             
18 Several examples in Lambton (1974) include demonstrative pronouns. 
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ا( که دیدی اینجاسترزنی ) (43)  

zan=i=(rā)        ke     did-i          injā=st  

woman=IND=(OM)  CLM   see.PST-2SG   here=COP.PRS.3SG 

 The woman whom you saw is here (ibid., p. 76) 

 

No mention is made of head nouns that are specific and function as the direct object of both 

clauses, but the following example shows that the =rā marker is at least optional: 

 

 مهربانی را که به من نشان دادید فراموش نمی کنم (44)

mehrabāni=i19=rā  ke   be man    nešān dād-id        farāmuš  na-mi-kon-am 

kindness=IND=OM          CLM  to  PN.1SG  show     give.PST-2PL forget           NEG-IMP-do.PRS-1SG 

I shall not forgive the kindness that you have shown me (ibid., p. 78) 

   

Abdi Rafiee’s Colloquial Persian.  The Complete Course for Beginners (1988) is focused on 

modern conversational Persian and it is a self-study book. Restrictive relative clauses are 

introduced (1988, pp. 200–204), but no mention is made of the =rā marker in sentences with 

relative clauses. Several examples include head nouns that are specific and function as the direct 

object of the relative clause, but the =rā marker is omitted: 

 

نمی ره ماشینی که به من فروختی راه  (45)  

māšin=i ke    be man     foruxt-i     rāh   ne-mi-re20  

car=IND     CLM  to   PN.1SG  sell.PST-2SG  way    NEG-IMP-go.PRS.3SG 

 The car that you sold me does not go (ibid., p. 201) 

 

Figure 3 shows the key to an exercise from Rafiee (1988) that revises sentences that follow 

the same pattern. Note that the =rā marker is consistently omitted in the solutions.  

 

                                                             
19 Note that the individuation enclitic is not represented in the original orthography. 
20 Note that all examples in Rafiee (1988) reflect spoken language.   
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Figure 3.  The key to an exercise where the head nouns are unmarked by =rā, despite functioning as the specific 

direct object of the relative clauses (ibid., p. 344). 

 

W.M. Thackston’s An Introduction to Persian (1993) is another scholarly textbook and, 

according to its blurb, is “intended to serve as an introduction … to the modern Persian 

language”. According to one of the reviews, also in the blurb, Thackston’s emphasis is “on the 

spoken and written language in today’s Iran, on the Persian which is taught in schools and 

spoken and understood by all the different ethnic groups in Iran” (Thackston, 1993). 

 

Restrictive relative clauses are dealt with (ibid., pp. 85–87) and rules for the use and position 

of the =rā marker are provided and partly explained. If the head noun is specific and functions 

as the direct object of the main clause, it is followed by the =rā marker: 

 

 دخترهایی را که آنجا زندگی می کنند نمی شناسم (46)

doxtar-hā=i=rā ke       ānjā   zendegi mi-kon-and    ne-mi-šenās-am 

girl-PL=IND=OM      CLM     there      live            IMP-do.PRS-3PL NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

 I do not know the girls who live there (ibid., p. 86) 

 

If the head noun is specific and functions as the direct object of the relative clause, “its function 

may optionally be marked with a referent pronoun agreeing with the antecedent” (ibid., p. 86). 

Note that the examples provided (ibid., p. 86) have head nouns that are actually the direct object 

of both clauses, e.g. 
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مفرستاده دیروز )آن را( نوشتم نامه ای را ک  (47)  

name=i=rā     ke     diruz     (ān-rā)             nevešt-am      ferestād-am  

 letter=IND=OM     CLM  yesterday   (DEM.DIST=OM)   write.PST-1SG    send.PST-1SG 

 I sent the letter that I wrote yesterday (ibid., p. 86) 

 

It is subsequently claimed that these referent pronouns are usually omitted, in which case the 

=rā marker is applied to the head noun “by attraction, regardless of its function in the main 

clause” (ibid., p. 86). Note that the head noun in both the examples provided (ibid., p. 87) is the 

direct object of the relative clause only, e.g. 

 

که دیشب دیدیم خوب بود را فیلمی (48)  

film-i=rā       ke     dišab    did-im       xub    bud  

film=IND=OM    CLM   last.night  see.PST-1PL   good     be.PST.3SG 

The film that we saw last night was good (ibid., p. 87) 

 

Gernot Windfuhr and John R. Perry’s Persian and Tajik (2009) includes an overview of 

subordinate clauses, in which some patterns of relative clauses are presented and described. The 

optional use of referent pronouns is presented:  

 

 دختری که علی )او را( دوست دارد (49)

 doxtar=i   ke     ’ali   (u=rā)        dust    dār-ad 

girl=IND       CLM    Ali    (PN.3SG=OM)  friend     have.PRS-3SG 

 The girl whom Ali loves (ibid, p. 504) 

 

The option to move the =rā marker to the head noun is described as “an alternative to the 

anaphoric strategy” (ibid., p. 508). However, only about half the examples are =rā marked: 

 

 چیزی به من فروخت که خودش نمی خرید (50)

čiz=i21    be  man      foruxt        ke     xod-aš   ne-mi-xarid 

thing=IND   to    PN.1SG   sell.PST.3SG   CLM   PN-3SG    NEG-IMP-buy.PST.3SG 

 He sold me something that he himself would not buy (ibid., p. 506) 

 

                                                             
21 The possibility of a =rā marker here is questionable, because čiz is unspecific. 
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می دید از او پول قرض می کرد هرکسی را (51)  

harkas=i=rā       mi-did              az    u         pul    qarz  mi-kard 

everybody=IND=OM  IMP-see.PST.3SG from  PN.3SG  money borrow IMP-do.PST.3SG 

He borrowed money from whomever he saw (ibid., p. 507) 

 

ی منهدیدم همسایه اخانمی که در پارک  (52)  

xānom=i    ke   dar pārk  did-am       hamsāye=ye   man=e 

 woman=IND   CLM in     park      see.PST-1SG   neighbour=EẒ       PN.1SG=COP.PRS.3SG 

 The woman I saw in the park is my neighbour (ibid., p. 535) 

 

Example 52 is presented as an example of “the inconsistent use of the =rā marker” in spoken 

Farsi (ibid., p. 535). 

 

Ashk Dahlén’s Modern persisk grammatik (2010) & Persiska för nybörjare (2012) are, 

respectively, a reference book and a textbook for students of Persian. The blurb in Dahlén 

(2012) emphasises the work’s communicative approach and insights into stylistic, 

geographical, and historical variation. Dahlén (2012) includes everyday language and lifelike 

situations and refers consistently to Dahlén (2010).  

 

Restrictive relative clauses are defined and described with many examples in Dahlén (2010, pp. 

341–344). It is claimed that head nouns usually function as the subject of the main clause. Even 

if head nouns in such sentences function as the specific direct object of the relative clause, 

Dahlén claims, it is “grammatically incorrect” (ibid., p. 343) to mark them with =rā: 

 

 رایانه ای که خریدند دست دوم بود (53)

rayāne=i       ke     xarid-and    dast=e   dovvom bud 

 computer=IND    CLM    buy.PST-3PL    hand=EẒ    second      be.PST.3SG 

The computer that they bought was second hand (ibid., p. 344) 

 

Examples from other parts of Dahlén (2010) follow this description: 
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 خانه ای که برادرم خرید در اصفهان است (54)

xāne=i       ke    barādar=am   xarid          dar  eṣfahān=ast  

house=IND     CLM  brother=PC.1SG    buy.PST.3SG    in      Isfahan=COP.PRS.3SG 

 The house that my brother bought is in Isfahan (ibid., 342) 

 

If the head noun is specific and functions as the direct object of the main clause, a =rā marker 

“can be applied” (ibid., p. 344): 

 

 دختری که تعریفش را کرده ام می شناسی؟ (55)

doxtar=i  ke     ta’rif=aš=rā             kard-e=am         mi-šenās-i? 

girl=IND       CLM   description=PC.3SG=OM   do.PST-PP=PC.1SG    IMP-know.PRS-2SG 

 Do you know the girl whom I have described? (ibid., p. 344) 

 

However, note that in example 55, it is actually ta’rif ‘description’ that is =rā marked and not 

the head noun.   

 

No comment is made on the position of the =rā marker. However, in one example where the 

head noun functions as the direct object of both clauses, the =rā marker is present and it 

immediately follows the head noun (and its =i marking): 

  

 درست همان پیراهن سفیدی را که خیلی دوست دارم گم کرده ام (56)

dorost  ham-ān         pirahān=e sefid=i=rā    ke    xeili dust  dār-am      gom   

exactly    same-DEM.DIST shirt=EẒ           white=IND=OM CLM  very   friend  have.PRS-1SG lost    

 kard-e=am  

do.PST-PP=PC.1SG 

I have lost exactly that white shirt that I really like (ibid., p. 342) 

 

In the companion textbook Persiska för nybörjare, there is a page of exercises on restrictive 

relative clauses (Dahlén, 2012, p. 200). Sentences with head nouns that are specific and function 

as the direct object of only the relative clause have no =rā marker, as per the description given 

in Dahlén (2010): 
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شکوفه دادند؟بودند  هگلهایی که پارسال کاشت (57)  

gol-hā=i       ke     pārsāl    kāšt-e         bud-and   šekufe dād-and? 

flower-PL=IND  CLM   last.year     plant.PST-PP    be.PST-3PL  blossom give.PST-3PL 

 Have the flowers that they planted last year bloomed? 

 

The head noun in one sentence is specific and functions as the direct object of the main clause. 

The =rā marker is applied after the relative clause:  

 

 نامه ای که امروز از طرف کنسولگری ایران رسید را دقیق می خوانم (58)

name=i   ke    emruz az  ṭaraf=e konsulgari=ye irān resid=rā            daqiq  

letter=IND   CLM  today    from side=EẒ   consulate=EẒ          Iran    arrive.PST.3SG=OM carefully  

mi-xvān-am  

IMP-read.PRS-1SG 

 I carefully read the letter that arrived today from the Iranian consulate 

 

Three more examples have head nouns that are specific and function as the direct object both 

clauses. As in example 58, the =rā marker follows the relative clause each time, e.g. 

 

؟چرا پیراهنی که بهت داده بودم را نمی پوشی (59)    

čerā  pirāhan=i ke    beh=et    dād-e         bud-am=rā     ne-mi-puš-i? 

why     shirt=IND       CLM  to=PC.2SG  give.PST-PP   be.PST-1SG=OM   NEG-IMP-wear.PRS-2SG 

 Why do you not wear the shirt that I gave you? 

 

Fatemeh Jafāri’s Dastur-e kārbordi (2017) is a compendium of grammar-related explanations 

and exercises produced by the Loġatnāme Dehxodā Institute and the International Centre for 

Persian Studies in Tehran. It is required course material for all the beginner- and intermediate-

level language courses at the institute.    

 

The application of the =i enclitic to the head noun ( موصولی ‹‹که ››  “ke muṣuli”) to mark a 

restrictive relative clause is introduced with several exercises that test the student’s 

understanding of this concept. No explanation is given for the use or position of the =rā marker, 

but from the examples given in the explanation and the key to the exercises the following rules 

can be inferred: 
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1) When the head noun is specific and functions as the direct object of the main clause 

(examples 60 and 61) or both the main clause and the relative clause (example 62), a 

=rā marker is applied to the head noun. All examples of this kind follow this rule: 

 

 آن گلی را که خوشبو بود چیدم (60)

ān           gol=i=rā         ke     xoš-bu         bud             čid-am  

DEM.DIST flower=IND=OM    CLM   sweet-smelling  be.PST.3SG     pick.PST-1SG 

 I picked the flower that smelt sweet (ibid., p. 265) 

 

یی را که خیلی به آنها عالقه داشتم حفظ کردمشعرها (61)  

še’r-hā=i=rā      ke     xeili be ān-hā            ’alāqe  dāšt-am      ḥefż     kard-am 

poem-PL=IND=OM   CLM   very    to  DEM.DIST-PL     interest    have.PST-1SG memory  do.PST-1SG 

 I learnt by heart the poems that I was really interested in (ibid., p. 153)22 

 

ین کار را که دوست نداشتم ترک کردما  (62)    

in              kār=rā  ke   dust   na-dāšt-am         tark  kard-am 

DEM.PROX  job=OM    CLM friend   NEG-have.PST-1SG  leave   do.PST-1SG 

 I left the job that I did not like (ibid., p. 265) 

 

 

2) When the head noun is specific and functions as the direct object of only the relative 

clause, a =rā marker appears to be optional. Only three examples appear in the whole 

compendium, and only one has a =rā marker (see example 64): 

 

 مردی که در خیابان دیدم همکارم بود (63)

mard=i   ke    dar xiābān  did-am       hamkār=am      bud  

man=IND   CLM   in      street        see.PST-1SG   colleague =PC.1SG    be.PST.3SG 

 The man whom I saw in the street was my colleague (ibid., p. 149) 

 

 کاری را که تعطیل کردیم سخت بود (64)

kār=i=rā     ke     ta’ṭil kard-im     saxt     bud 

job=IND=OM    CLM   stop     do.PST-1PL   difficult   be.PST.3SG 

 The job that we quit was difficult (ibid., p. 265) 

                                                             
22 Note that še’r-hā is the prepositional object of the relative clause. 
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2.8. Problem statement 

 

Section 2.7 confirms the very confusing picture described in section 1. To summarise the rules 

and observations in section 2.7, the =rā marker is best applied to a referent pronoun (Lazard, 

1957, p. 222), but this pronoun is often omitted (ibid., p. 222; Thackston, 1993, p. 86).   Marking 

the head noun with =rā is an option (Lambton, 1974, p.76), but it is fundamentally the product 

of attraction (Thackston, 1993, p. 87; Windfuhr and Perry, 2009, p. 508). Head nouns that 

function as the direct object of the relative clause and the subject of the main clause normally 

have no =rā marking (Rafiee, 1988, p. 203; Dahlén, 2010, p. 343), but there are exceptions 

(Jafari, 2017, p. 265). Head nouns that function as the specific direct object of only the main 

clause sometimes have a =rā marking in the literature, but its use and position are unstable 

(compare e.g. Dahlén, 2012, p. 344 and Jafari, 2017, p. 153). Head nouns that function as the 

specific direct object of both clauses feature less often in the literature, and the use and position 

of the =rā marker in such cases is even less stable (compare e.g. Elwell-Sutton, 1963, p. 113; 

Dahlén, 2010, p. 200; Jafari, 2017, p. 153).   

 

To confound the issue, many of the quoted examples in section 2.7 bear little resemblance to 

modern Farsi speech. The 37 examples from sections 2.5–2.7 were presented to five native Farsi 

speakers separately and only 23 of the examples were consistently considered representative of 

“correct usage in spoken Farsi today”. Examples 36 and 48 were unanimously considered 

“inauthentic language”.   

 

2.9. Relative clauses in spoken discourse 

 

Speech, i.e. everyday, informal speech, is less likely to include complex sentences e.g.  relative 

clauses than writing (Hendery, 2012, p. 169). Speakers have less time (or no time) to plan and 

edit, and listeners tend to have short attention spans. Research on spoken relative clauses in 

many languages shows that these clauses tend to be more loosely integrated with the head noun 

and rely more often on non-reduction and pronoun retention (see section 2.2 examples 5 and 6) 

than the conventions of high-register language23 allow (Miller, 2006, pp. 509–510). This 

                                                             
23 E.g. Literature, scholarly writing, and prepared statements to be memorised and delivered on formal occasions   

(Utas, 2009, pp. 149–150). 
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phenomenon has meant that in English, for example, relative clauses starting with prepositions, 

whom, and whose are either absent from or incredibly rare in unplanned speech. Examples 65 

and 66 are authentic utterances of spoken English (Miller, 2006, p. 509) that demonstrate typical 

repetitive strategies used to avoid the relative pronoun whose (example 65) and complex 

prepositional phrases (example 66):      

 

(65) if you’ve got some eggs you’re not sure about their age here’s a useful test  

 

(66) you have a little keypad down here which you can use your mouse to click on the 

 keys 

 

In high-register English, these utterances would likely be rendered as follows: 

 

(67) if you have some eggs about whose age you are unsure, here is a useful test  

 

(68) you have a little keypad down here on which you can use your mouse to click 

 

With regard to New Persian, the difference between high- and low-register language is perhaps 

even more considerable, to the extent that a “diglossia situation” has been suggested (Jeremías, 

1984)24. However, in many descriptions of Persian, the only language described is high-register 

language (Németh, 2015, p. 149).  Where low-register language is the focus, in e.g. Rafiee 

(1988), the grammar of complex structures such as relative clauses is either unexplained or only 

partially presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
24 See  Windfuhr and Perry (2009, p. 535) for a list of distinct lexical and grammatical characteristics of spoken 

Farsi. 
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3. METHOD 

 

This degree project is an investigation into the distribution of the =rā marker in sentences 

containing restrictive relative clauses in modern spoken Farsi. There are two research questions:  

 

1) When using a restrictive relative clause in speech, how do Farsi speakers mark the head 

noun with =rā if it is the specific direct object of the main clause, the relative clause, or 

of both clauses? 

 

2) How do Farsi speakers judge different uses of the =rā marker in restrictive relative        

clauses?  

 

To gather the most appropriate data possible, the speech in modern Iranian films was first 

analysed and examples of the target structure (i.e. restrictive relative clauses where the head 

noun functions as the specific direct object of at least one of the clauses) were noted for further 

investigation. Then, a translation test and an acceptability judgement test using examples from 

the films were conducted in online meetings with 50 Farsi speakers. 

 

3.1. Gathering data from modern Iranian films 

 

Film was chosen as a source for spoken Farsi. This medium has recently been used successfully 

as a source for grammatical features in spoken Farsi (Jahani, 2015) and care was taken to choose 

films with realistic plots and natural dialogue.  

 

3.1.1. Synopisis of each film 

 

 ایتالیا ایتالیا

Itāliā Itāliā / Italy Italy (Sabbaghzade, 2017) 

This film portrays a young couple in a modern urban setting in Iran. The plot follows the highs 

of their courtship and marriage, and the lows of their personal crises. The film is full of dialogue 

between the main characters Nader and Barfa, and also includes narration.   
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 محیا

Mahiā (Khajooei, 2008) 

Set for the most part in a modern Iranian city, but with several scenes in a remote desert village, 

this film follows a blossoming relationship between Javid and Mahia. Javid is a trainee doctor 

(who has a phobia of dead bodies), and Mahia is a body washer. Most of the dialogue is between 

Javid and Mahia, or between the main characters and older medical staff. 

بدون سایه یمرد  

Mardi bedune Sāye / Man without a Shadow (Raisian, 2019) 

The film follows Mahan, a film director, and his family and colleagues in a modern Iranian city.  

The plot weaves this “reality” with the plot of one of Mahan’s gruesome films. The dialogue is 

between family members and colleagues.  

 هلن

Helen (Saghafi, 2017) 

The film follows Helen (a nickname) as she struggles to make her way in life in a tough, 

modern, urban Iranian setting. She is pulled in different directions by her hopes for the future 

and her familial responsibilities. The dialogue is mostly between Helen and her mother, a few 

other family members, and her friends.     

 مرداد

Mordād / August (Kamyar, 2017) 

A young couple from an Iranian city has to make a difficult decision about starting a family. 

This decision leads them to take risks and uncover painful truths about the past. The dialogue 

is mostly between the main characters and their friends and informal business partners.  

 رگ خواب

Rage Xāb / Subdued (Nematollah, 2017) 

This film has a modern urban setting in Iran. After the death of her mother and a divorce, the 

main character, Mina, finds herself alone. She finds a job and begins an intense relationship 

with her boss, the consequences of which are played out in the film. Most of the speech is 

between Mina and her boss, but there is also some narration by Mina. 

 شام آخر

Šāme Āxar / Last Supper (Jeyrani, 2002) 

A university professor suffers in an unhappy marriage and so, with her daughter’s help, she 

seeks a divorce. She develops a close relationship with a student, one of her daughter’s friends, 

and this leads to a sad ending. The film is set in an Iranian city. 
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 خشم و هیاهو

Xašm o Hayāhu / Sound and Fury (Seyyedi, 2016) 

Xosrou leads the stereotypical life of a young, famous pop musician in a modern, relatively 

affluent urban setting in Iran. This life clashes with his responsibilities to his wife, Tina, and 

their child.  In a plot twist, Xosrou’s affair with a fan is exposed. Most of the dialogue features 

Xosrou and young women. 

  یک عاشقانه ساده

Yek ’Āšeġāneye Sāde / A Simple Love Story (Moghadam, 2012) 

Set in a simple, remote Iranian village in the middle of the twentieth century, Gandom and Ali 

are secretly in love. If their relationship is discovered, they risk upsetting not only their parents 

but also the established way of life in the village. Most of the film’s dialogue is between Ali 

and Gandom, or these characters and their parents.  

 زندگی با چشمان بسته

Zendegi bā Češmāne Baste / Living with Eyes Closed (Sadrameli, 2010) 

In a contemporary urban setting in Iran, this film follows the life of a young woman whose 

behaviour receives unwelcome attention in the neighbourhood. The dialogue is almost 

exclusively between the main character and her young friends and family members. 

 

3.1.2. Finding examples in the films 

 

The ten films were chosen from the www.imvbox.com website. Criteria for the films were as 

follows: 

1) Each film should be a recent production, i.e. in the last twenty years 

2) Each film should include speeches by younger speakers 

3) Each film should have subtitles in English 

 

Once the films were chosen, they were viewed repeatedly with the aim of noting all the 

sentences with the target structure. If a speech was difficult to understand, it was recorded with 

the Awesome Voice Recorder (AVR) application and replayed at a slower pace. In a few cases, 

a native-speaker friend helped to decipher individual words and phrases.  
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3.1.3. Classifying the examples from the films 

 

The examples were then added to a spreadsheet and classified according to the these criteria: 

 

1) head noun’s syntactic function in both the relative clause and the main clause 

2) presence and/or position of the =rā marker 

3) context of the speech (gender and social positions of the speaker and listener) 

 

3.2. Gathering more data with an English-to-Farsi spoken translation test 

 

In order to gain more examples of the target structure, a spoken English-to-Farsi translation test 

was devised as a “warm-up” for the acceptability judgement test (see section 3.3). The results 

provide a simple step towards ensuring the validity of the examples gathered in the film corpus 

(Dörnyei, 2007, pp. 42 ̶ 45).   

 

3.2.1. The design of the translation test 

 

The translation test consisted of 17 sentences in English that participants were asked to translate 

into Farsi by speaking: 

 

 1)  I don’t know the student you chose.  

 2)  Reza went home.   

 3)  Where is the photo you sold?  

 4)  Amir knows her.   

 5)  The coffee he drank was cold.  

 6)  If you go to Tehran, call me.  

 7)  Tāhā saw that film.   

 8)  I didn’t like the apple I ate yesterday.  

 9)  Where is the vinegar?   

 10)  Which cake did Sara eat?   

 11)  I saw the children who had just arrived.   

 12)  Ali read both newspapers.   

 13)  She saw the teacher she was afraid of.  
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 14)  Farzad wants a computer.   

 15)  What’s your telephone number?  

 16)  Eagles hunt mice.   

 17)  Majid wants a wife.   

 

The target structure, i.e. a restrictive relative clauses where the head noun functions as the 

specific direct object of one of the clauses, was required in six sentences. Sentences 1 and 8 

were designed to elicit restrictive relative clauses in Farsi whose head noun functions as the 

specific direct object of both the relative clause and the main clause; sentences 3 and 5 were 

designed to yield head nouns that function as the specific direct object of the relative clause and 

the subject of the main clause; the head noun of sentence 11 should function as the specific 

direct object of the main clause and the subject of the relative clause; the head noun in sentence 

13 should function as the specific direct object of the main clause and the prepositional object 

of the relative clause.   

 

The other sentences were distractors (Schmid, 2011, p. 152). In translations of sentences 4, 7, 

9, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 17, the need for the =rā marker was tested in sentences without relative 

clauses (Jasbi, 2014). In sentences 2, 6, 9 and 15, the participants’ familiarity with common 

colloquial language was gauged. 

 

3.3. Testing Farsi speakers’ judgements 

 

In order to answer research question 2, Farsi speakers were required to judge the examples 

found in the film corpus.   

 

3.3.1. Description of acceptability judgement tasks and scales of judgement 

 

Acceptability judgement tasks are a common tool used in several areas of linguistics research, 

e.g. language attrition (Schmid, 2011, p. 151). Typically, the tasks present stimulus sentences, 

whose acceptability is rated by participants in the study. Acceptability judgement tasks can 

measure both implicit and explicit knowledge, depending on the time given for each response.   
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Participants can usually respond to stimuli in one of two ways. Some studies present a 

straightforward binary option, e.g. acceptable / not acceptable. For example, in a study on 

Greek speakers in the USA, participants were offered the binary choice of “This is said in 

Greek” and “This is not said in Greek” (Pelc, 2001, p. 86). The majority of studies, however, 

seek more specific responses than the binary option allows, and they use a Likert scale with 

five or seven points (see Figure 4). In most studies, points 1 and 5 are labelled to show the 

extremes, e.g. 1 = completely unacceptable; 5 = completely acceptable. The advantage of this 

system is that it allows participants to judge the relative acceptability of stimuli; however, 

evaluations have shown that some respondents are reluctant to use points 1 and 5 and prefer to 

“stay safe” by choosing the less extreme responses 2 ̶ 4  (Schmid, 2011, p. 165).    

 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

Figure 4.  Example of a five-option Likert scale. 

 

Another criticism of Likert scales is that they are based on intuitive judgments on acceptability, 

which not only makes the empirical assessment of theoretical claims difficult, but renders 

almost impossible the empirical standards of hypothesis testing and subsequent statistical 

analysis that are used to great effect in fields such as e.g. psycholinguistics (Weskott and 

Fanselow, 2011, p. 249).   

 

To counter this potential limitation, some studies use a third technique to measure the 

participants’ judgements. This is a magnitude estimation technique, presented in Gurman Bard, 

Robertson and Sorace (1996). In this technique, participants first assign any number to the first 

stimulus (a “baseline”), and then assign numbers to the following stimuli that represent the 

relationship between those stimuli and the baseline. Using a formula, all the participants’ 

responses can be reformulated into a scale from 0 to 100 (ibid.,  p. 40). The advantages of this 

technique are that it encourages participants to use a range of responses and it delivers both 

inter-subject consistency and fine-grained distinctions among the participants’ judgements. 

However, as with all scales, this technique is only as informative as the participants’ 

judgements, and studies have found that the results produced are no more informative than 

those based on a Likert scale (Weskott and Fanselow, 2011, p. 271). 
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3.3.2. The three-part design of the acceptability judgement test 

 

The acceptability judgement test consisted of three parts: 1) some questions to determine each 

participant’s lingua-cultural background; 2) a short acceptability test of sentences taken directly 

from the film corpus; 3) a longer test of sentences where the use and position of the =rā marker 

were more rigorously tested. Participants used a three-point Likert scale to judge the sentences 

as correct, acceptable, or incorrect. 

 

1) Questions to determine each participant’s approximate age and lingua-cultural 

background. Most of the questions were inspired by Skutnabb-Kangas (2008) and 

required only a one-word answer: 

 

 (Please check the screen.) Which age category are you in?  

 Which language did you learn first? 

 Which language do you identify most with? 

 Which language do others identify you most with? 

 Which language do you know best? 

 Which language do you use most? 

 Do you listen to Farsi-speaking media at least once per week? 

 Have you ever studied Persian linguistics at university? 

 Have you ever taught Persian as a foreign language in a formal capacity? 

 Do you live in Iran? 

 If not, when did you stop living there? 

 Other than Farsi, which other languages can you speak with ease? 

 

2) A selection of sentences from the films, pre-recorded by a native speaker and spoken in 

as natural a manner as possible:  

 

1) goft-am     ġaẓā=i=ro    ke     dust dā-rin          barā=tun dorost kon-am 

say.PST-1SG  food=IND=OM   CLM   friend have.PRS-2PL  for=PC.2PL   prepare  SBJV.do-1SG 

I said I would prepare the food you like25 (Moghadam, 2012) 

                                                             
25 All translations from the films are my own. 
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2) moxader=i ke     be nun=eš       zad-i          enqadr ziād bud           ke   ye  

opiate=IND     CLM    to  bread=PC.3SG  put.PST-2SG   so            much  be.PST.3SG   CLM one   

doxtar=o  košt  

girl=OM      kill.PST.3SG 

You added so much opiate to the bread that it killed a girl (Moghadam,

       2012) 

 

3) bāvar=am   ne-mi-še                         ke    in              hāšem hamun 

belief=PC.1SG  NEG-IMP-become.PRS-3SG     CLM  DEM.PROX  Hashem  same  

hāšem=i=e                      ke      mi-šenāxt-am  

Hashem=IND=COP.PRS.3SG     CLM    IMP-know.PST-1SG 

I can't believe this is the same Hashem I used to know (Moghadam, 2012) 

 

4) harči      ke    mahiā be šomā  goft-e       dorost=e 

everything  CLM  Mahia    to   PN.2PL say.PST-PP   correct=COP.PRS.3SG 

Everything Mahia’s told you is right (Khajooei, 2008) 

 

5) puliver=i    ke     man      kādo=ye tavalod  barā=t      xarid-am    foruxt-i? 

jumper=IND     CLM   PN.1SG   gift=EẒ birthday            for=PC.2SG   buy.PST-1SG  sell.PST-2SG 

Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? (Sabbaghzade, 

2017) 

 

6) ġaẓa=ye sard=i    ke    az   diruz     mund-e=ro        na-xord-am 

food=EẒ     cold=IND   CLM  from yesterday   remain.PST-PP=OM  NEG-eat.PST-1SG 

I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday (Kamyar, 2017) 

 

In sentences 1 and 5, the head noun functions as the specific direct object of both the 

relative clause and the main clause; in sentences 2 and 4, the head noun functions as the 

specific direct object of only the relative clause; in sentences 3 and 6, the head noun 

functions as the specific direct object of the main clause only.   

 

Each participant was presented with a three-point “traffic light” Likert scale (see figure 

5) and asked to judge the sentences using only the scale. The two advantages of this 
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scale, compared to the previously mentioned five- and seven-point scales, is that 

participants had fewer difficult decisions to make and there were no “safe” options. 

 

 غلط است

 

Incorrect 

 می شود گفت

نمی گویماینجوری  ولی  

Acceptable 

- but not how I would 

express the sentence 

 درست است

 

Correct 

Figure 5. The three-point Likert scale used in the acceptability judgement test. 

 

3) A selection of sentences (pre-recorded by the same native speaker), which the 

participants judged using the same three-point Likert scale. Sentences 1, 11, 18, and 22 

presented versions of the puliver sentence from the film corpus; sentences 3, 9, 13, 14, 

and 21 presented versions of the šāgerd sentence from the translation corpus; sentences 

5 and 17 presented versions of the moxader sentence from the film corpus; sentences 7, 

16 and 19 presented versions of the ġaẓāye sard sentence from the film corpus: 

 

 1)  puliver=i   ke    man    kādo=ye tavalod  barā=t      xarid-am    foruxt-i? 

                       jumper=IND   CLM  PN.1SG gift=EẒ birthday            for=PC.2SG   buy.PST-1SG  sell.PST-2SG 

        Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

 

 2)  age tehran mi-r-i               zang=am  be-zan 

         if      Tehran   IMP-go.PRS-2SG    bell=PC.1SG SBJV-hit.2SG  

       If you go to Tehran, call me      

    

 3)  šāgerd=i     ke    entexāb kard-i       ne-mi-šenās-am 

                           student=IND     CLM  choose       do.PST-2SG  NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

       I don’t know the student you chose 

 

 4)  rezā raft=eš                 xune    

                           Reza   go.PST.3SG=PC.3SG  home   

      Reza went home 
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 5)  moxader=i=ro ke    be nun=eš       zad-i          enqadr ziād bud           ke   ye

       opiate=IND=OM    CLM  to   bread=PC.3SG  put.PST-2SG   so            much  be.PST.3SG  CLM one   

       doxtar=o košt 

       girl=OM      kill.PST.3SG 

You added so much opiate to the bread that it killed a girl 

 

 6)  amir un=o             mi-šenās-e 

         Amir  DEM.DIST=OM  IMP-know.PRS-3SG 

       Amir knows her 

 

 7)  ġaẓa=ye sard=i    ke    az   diruz    mund-e=ro         na-xord-am 

food=EẒ    cold=IND CLM  from   yesterday remain.PST-PP=OM NEG-eat.PST-1SG 

I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday 

 

 8)  tāhā un           film-o   did 

        Taha DEM.DIST  film=OM  see.PST.3SG 

      Taha saw that film 

 

 9)  šāgerd=i=ro      ke   entexāb kard-i       ne-mi-šenās-am 

        student=IND=OM      CLM choose      do.PST-2SG  NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

      I don’t know the student you chose 

 

 10)  serke   kojā=st? 

          vinegar   where=COP.PRS.3SG 

             Where’s the vinegar?  

 

 11)  puliver=i=ro    ke   man     kādo=ye tavalod barā=t     xarid-am   foruxt-i? 

                          jumper=IND=OM   CLM  PN.1SG  gift=EẒ       birthday    for=PC.2SG  buy.PST-1SG sell.PST-2SG 

           Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

 

 12)  sārā kodum keik=i     xord? 

           Sara    which     cake=IND    eat.PST.3SG 

             (Error) Lit. Which a cake did Sara eat? 
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 13)  šāgerd=i    ke    entexāb  kard-i=ro      ne-mi-šenās-am 

           student=IND   CLM  choose       do.PST-2SG=OM NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

        I do not know the student you chose 

 

 14)  šāgerd=i    ne-mi-šenās-am           ke    entexāb kard-i 

           student=IND    NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG    CLM   choose      do.PST-2SG  

         (Error/ unclear meaning)  Lit. Any student I don’t know that you chose 

 

 15)  ’ali har  do  ruznāme=ro  xund 

                  Ali     each two  newspaper=OM   read.PST.3SG 

             Ali read both newspapers 

 

 16)  ġaẓa=ye sard=i=ro     ke     az   diruz   mund-e        na-xord-am 

food=EẒ       cold=IND=OM    CLM  from yesterday remain.PST-PP NEG-eat.PST-1SG 

I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday 

 

 17)  moxader=i ke    be nun=eš       zad-i          enqadr ziād bud           ke    ye  

              opiate=IND      CLM  to  bread=PC.3SG  put.PST-2SG   so             much be.PST.3SG  CLM  one   

        doxtar=o košt 

        girl=OM       kill.PST.3SG 

 You added so much opiate to the bread that it killed a girl 

 

 18)  puliver=i   ke    man    kādo=ye tavalod barā=t    xarid-am=o     foruxt-i? 

                         jumper=IND    CLM  PN.1SG gift=EẒ       birthday    for=PC.2SG buy.PST-1SG=OM  sell.PST-2SG 

          Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

 

 19)  ġaẓa=ye sard=i    ke     az  diruz     mund-e         na-xord-am 

 food=EẒ      cold=IND   CLM  from yesterday  remain.PST-PP   NEG-eat.PST-1SG 

 I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday 

 

 20)  puliver=i   ke   man    kādo=ye tavalod barā=t     xarid-am=eš     

                         jumper=IND    CLM PN.1SG gift=EẒ birthday          for=PC.2SG  buy.PST-1SG=PC.3SG   

        foruxt-i?  

          sell.PST-2SG 

       (Error)  Lit.  Did you sell the jumper I bought it you for your birthday? 
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 21)  šāgerd=i    ke    un=o              entexāb kard-i       ne-mi-šenās-am 

           student=IND    CLM DEM.DIST=OM   choose       do.PST-2SG  NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

         I don’t know the student you chose 

 

 22)  puliver=i=ro     foruxt-i     ke   man    kādo=ye tavalod barā=t xarid-am? 

                          jumper=IND=OM     sell.PST-2SG CLM PN.1SG gift=EẒ       birthday    for=PC.2SG  buy.PST-1SG   

         (Error / unclear sentence)  Untranslatable  

           

The other sentences were distractors: 

 

 Sentence 2 elicited the participants’ judgement of common features of spoken 

Farsi that are different to the written form (e.g. age; miri). It presented not only a 

correct but less common verb form in this context (miri instead of rafti), but also 

a common but incorrect omission of the preposition be in both clauses (tehrān 

instead of be tehrān and zangam bezan instead of be man zang bezan). 

 Sentence 4 elicited the participants’ judgement of a common feature of spoken 

Farsi ([ā]→[u], xune) and the common but not altogether accepted use of the 

third-person singular enclitic (=eš) applied to the verb.   

 Sentences 6, 8 and 15 elicited the participants’ judgement of common features of 

spoken Farsi (e.g. verb ending [ad]→[e]; ([ā]→[u] xund) and the need for the =rā 

marker on  specific direct objects. 

 Sentence 10 elicited the participants’ judgement of a sentence that does not need 

a =rā marker. 

 Sentence 12 presented the participants with an error, where the indefinite =i 

enclitic is used instead of the =rā marker. 

 Sentence 20 presented the participants with an error, where the enclitic =eš is 

used instead of the =rā marker. 

 Sentences 14 and 22 presented extraposed relative clauses that render the 

sentences ambiguous. 

 

3.3.3. Conducting the translation test and the acceptability judgement test 
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In mid-April 2020, a pilot test was conducted on three Farsi-speaking friends separately. The 

aim of this pilot test was to assess the suitability of the questions and the quality of the 

instructions. The test worked well, but the participants struggled with some of the opening 

questions about their lingua-cultural background and the five-point Likert scale originally used. 

After the pilot test, the scale was reduced to three points and the traffic-light system was 

introduced to reinforce the simple choices. The opening questions about language background 

were also rewritten as open questions to stimulate honest and detailed answers if necessary.  

 

Once the test was ready, potential participants were invited by e-mail to take part in the study.  

In the invitation, it was made clear that the study was about the Farsi language, that the test 

would take a maximum of one hour, and that it would take place online using Zoom video 

conferencing software. The following ethical issues were dealt with in the e-mail:  

 

1) The test would be recorded but not played to anyone outside my seminar group 

without the participant’s permission. The participant could have a copy of the 

recording and the degree project if they wanted (Dörnyei, 2007, p. 68). 

2) Their participation was entirely voluntary; they could refuse to continue with the test 

at any stage, and they could refuse permission for their answers to be used in the test 

(ibid., p. 69). 

3)  No personal details such as name, address, exact age would be required.  

Furthermore, all their responses would be anonymised in the report (ibid., p. 68). 

 

If the invitation was accepted, a meeting time was arranged for the test. All tests were conducted 

in April and early May 2020. 

 

At the beginning of the Zoom meeting and after greetings and formalities, the participants were 

reminded of their rights and of the fact that their fluency in Farsi was not being tested. If the 

participant was happy, the recording was started.   

 

In the first part of the test, questions were asked to determine the participants’ lingua-cultural 

backgrounds. If they struggled with a question (e.g.  Which one language do you most identify 

with today?), I rephrased it for them, e.g.  Do you still identify primarily as a Farsi speaker?   
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In the second part of the test, the participants were informed that they would hear 17 sentences 

in English, which they should translate into Farsi by speaking. They were asked to wait until 

the whole sentence had been read out before answering. The participants were encouraged to 

answer with their gut reaction and not to overthink the task (Schmid, 2011, p. 153).   

 

In the third part of the test, the participants were informed that they would hear a Farsi speaker 

read out some short speeches twice. They were asked to judge the acceptability of these 

speeches using only the three-point Likert scale (see Figure 5) after the second hearing. They 

were informed that the test was not about pronunciation, intonation, or the likelihood of them 

using the same vocabulary as the speaker in the recording, but rather about the correctness of 

the speeches (ibid., p.152).  

 

In the final part of the test, participants were asked to use the same Likert scale to judge twenty-

two sentences in Farsi, which were also pre-recorded and read out twice. Occasionally, I had to 

remind the participants of the three-point scale, the focus on everyday spoken Farsi, and the 

importance of their gut feeling. I also assured some participants that my intention was not to 

test or trick them. The test was concluded with some formalities and thanks. 

 

After each recording, the participants’ responses and additional comments were added to a 

spreadsheet for later analysis. 

 

3.3.4. Description of the fifty participants 

 

Half the participants were male and half were female. Their ages ranged from 20s to 70s (19 

participants aged 20 ̶ 29; 23 aged 30 ̶ 39; 2 aged 40 ̶ 49; 2 aged 50 ̶ 59; 3 aged 60 ̶ 69; 1 aged 

70 ̶ 79). 

 

All participants were confident Farsi speakers. First languages were Farsi (43), Azeri (6), and 

Arabic (1). All non-native speakers were schooled in Iran. 

 

33 of the participants lived in Iran or had left the country in the last five years. Of the 17 

participants who had lived outside Iran for more than five years, 15 lived in Sweden, 1 in Italy, 

and 1 in Germany.   
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3.3.5. Classifying the responses from the acceptability judgement test 

 

After each test, the participants’ translations were written out and their correct/ acceptable/ 

incorrect judgements were added to a spreadsheet. Later, the judgements were given a 

numerical value (10, 5, and 0 respectively).  If the participants commented on a language item 

(e.g. This sounds wrong), the comment was added to the spreadsheet. 

 

3.4. Limitations of the data-gathering methods 

 

An ideal source for this investigation would be naturally occurring, non-elicited, everyday 

speech by monolingual Farsi speakers. In the absence of this kind of data, film and translation 

sentences were chosen as a source for the target structure. Speech in film is to a greater degree 

scripted; however, care was taken to choose films with realistic plots and natural dialogue. The 

translation test was simply a way of generating more examples and triangulating the results of 

the film corpus. Ultimately, however, these sources are secondary in quality to naturally 

occurring speech. 

 

A second important limitation of this study was the narrow range of the participants’ 

backgrounds. All of the 50 participants were well educated and at least bilingual; many of the 

participants had an interest in language; and only eight of the participants were over the age of 

40. The participants’ high level of education should be taken into consideration when evaluating 

the results. 
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4. RESULTS 

 

The purpose of this degree project is to first investigate the distribution of the =rā marker in 

restrictive relative clauses in spoken Farsi and, second, to explore the degrees of acceptance 

among Farsi speakers of different patterns of restrictive relative clauses where the use of the 

=rā marker is legitimate. As described in section 3, examples of the target structure were taken 

from ten modern Iranian films and fifty English-to-Farsi spoken translation sentences by Farsi 

speakers. These examples were then used in an acceptability judgement test, where they were 

judged as correct, acceptable, or incorrect by the same Farsi speakers.  

 

In this degree project, the examples of the target structure are classified as follows: 

 

1) Sentences where the head noun functions as the specific direct object of both the main 

clause and the relative clause (DO of both clauses) 

 

2) Sentences where the head noun functions as the specific direct object of the main 

clause (DO of the MC). The head noun has a different syntactic function in the relative 

clause (e.g. the subject). 

 

3) Sentences where the head noun functions as the specific direct object of the relative 

clause (DO of the RC). The head noun has a different syntactic function in the main clause 

(e.g. the subject).  

 

As the summary of previous literature in section 2.7 shows, the =rā marker can be applied, or 

not, in one of four ways: 

 

1) The =rā marker can be applied before the relative clause.  This is also called pre-posed 

=rā marking (i.e. pre-relative clause): 

 

(69) puliver=i=ro  ke     man    barā=t     xarid-am    foruxt-i? 

 jumper=IND=OM  CLM  PN.1SG  for=PC.2SG  buy.PST-1SG  sell.PST-2SG 

 Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 
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2)  The =rā marker can be applied to a referent pronoun in the relative clause: 

 

(70) puliver=i  ke    man    un=o              barā=t     xarid-am    foruxt-i? 

 jumper=IND  CLM  PN.1SG DEM.DIST=OM  for=PC.2SG  buy.PST-1SG  sell.PST-2SG 

 Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

 

3)  The =rā marker can be applied after the relative clause.  This is also called a post-

posed =rā marker (i.e. post-relative clause): 

 

(71) puliver=i    ke    man     barā=t     xarid-am=o      foruxt-i?   

 jumper=IND    CLM  PN.1SG   for=PC.2SG  buy.PST-1SG=OM  sell.PST-2SG 

 Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

 

Note that for sentences where the head noun functions as the specific direct object of the 

relative clause but not of the main clause, a post-posed =rā marker is not possible. 

 

4)  The =rā marker can be omitted.  Here the head noun is said to be unmarked: 

 

(72) puliver=i   ke    man    barā=t      xarid-am    foruxt-i?   

 jumper=IND   CLM  PN.1SG  for=PC.2SG  buy.PST-1SG  sell.PST-2SG 

 Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

 

4.1. Distribution of the =rā marker in the target structure in the film corpus26 

 

DO of both clauses 

 

When the head noun functions as the specific direct object of both clauses, the =rā marker can 

be omitted: 

 

                                                             
26 Note that during the data-gathering process, the context of each recorded target was recorded, i.e. the gender 

and social position of the speaker and the listener.  Upon analysis, however, no connection between context and 

the distribution of the =rā marker was found. 
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(73) avalin kādo=ye tavalod=i   ke    barfā  barā=m   gereft-e    bud           foruxt-e     

 first        gift=EẒ       birthday=IND   CLM  Barfa     for=PC.1SG  get.PST-PP  be.PST.3SG   sell.PST-PP  

 bud-am  

 be.PST-1SG  

 I sold the first birthday gift Barfa had got me (Sabbaghzade, 2017, 01:36:39) 

 

The =rā marker can also be applied, and it is more likely to appear after the relative clause 

(example 74) than before it (example 75): 

 

(74) engār       dār-an          tamām=e kārt-hā=ye ṣadāfarin              va  

 imagination have.PRS-3PL all=EẒ         card-PL=EẒ hundred.congratulation and   

 bist-hā=i          ke    to baččegi beh=em   dād-e         bud-an =o        yek=i     

 twenty-PL=IND   CLM in childhood to=PC.1SG give.PST-PP be.PST-3PL=OM  one=IND  

 yek=i     az=am          pas  mi-gir-an 

 one=IND  from=PC.1SG  back  IMP-take.PRS-3PL 

 It’s as if they’re taking back all the congratulations cards and top grades they had 

 given me (Sadrameli, 2010, 00:10:31) 

  

(75) nosrat bānu umad          dastmozd=e lebās=i=ro      ke    duxt-e       bud-am  

 Nosrat     lady    came.PST.3SG  wages=EẒ          clothes=IND=OM   CLM  sew.PST-PP  be.PST-1SG  

 dād27
 

 give.PST.3SG 

 Miss Nosrat paid for the dress I made her (Moghadam, 2012, 00:26:57) 

 

DO of the MC 

 

When the head noun functions as the specific direct object of only the main clause, a =rā marker 

can be applied. It can appear before (example 76) or after (example 77) the relative clause. It 

can also be omitted (example 78): 

 

                                                             
27 dastmozd is the direct object of the verb in the main clause (dād); lebās functions both as the genitive attribute 

in the main clause and the direct object of the verb in the relative clause (duxte budam).  
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(76) če    gonāh=i kard-am    ke   bāy-ad          kas=i=ro       ke     hame=ye 'omr  

 what  sin=IND      do.PST-1SG   CLM must.PRS-3SG  person=IND=OM  CLM   all=EẒ           life 

 beh=eš28   del     bast-am        az   dast  be-d-am? 

  to=PC.3SG   heart      attach.PST-1SG from  hand   SBJV-give.PRS-1SG 

 What sin did I commit to have to lose someone I’ve loved all my life? 

 (Moghadam,  2012, 01:09:44) 

 

(77) man     ne-mi-tun-am           do  tā   ādam=i      ke   be ye andāze               

 PN.1SG  NEG-IMP-can.PRS-1SG    two  CL   person=IND    CLM  to  one measure                       

 maẓnun=an=o                 be-šun-am         kenār=e ham 

 suspected=COP.PRS.3PL=OM    SBJV-seat.PRS-1SG  side=EẒ     each.other 

 I can’t seat two people next to one another who are suspicious of one another 

 (Seyyedi, 2016, 01:06:58) 

 

(78) či    šod                ke    sar az    injā dar    avord-am    o    dār-am        kār=i     

 what happen.PST.3SG  CLM  at    from   here  toward  bring.PST-1SG  and  have.PRS-1SG  job=IND  

 mi-kon-am      ke    aṣlan  taṣavor=eš=o   ne-mi-kard-am? 

 IMP-do.PRS-1SG  CLM  hardly    idea=PC.3SG=OM   NEG-IMP-do.PST-1SG 

 How come I´m here doing what I thought I’d never do? (Khajooei, 2008, 

 01:12:36) 

 

DO of the RC 

 

When the head noun functions as the specific direct object of only the relative clause, the =rā 

marker is omitted: 

 

(79) un            āmpul=e    tārix masraf      gozašte=i  ke     beh=em     dād-i                    

 DEM.DIST   ampoule=EẒ   date     consumption  past=IND        CLM   to=PC.1SG      give.PST-2SG   

 yek=i=ro    košt 

 one=IND=OM  kill.PST-3SG 

 Those expired ampoules you gave me killed someone (Kamyar, 2017, 00:58:44) 

 

Table 1 shows results for all the 32 examples of the target structure from the ten films.  

 

                                                             
28 Note the head noun kas is the prepositional object of the relative clause. 
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Table 1.  Distribution of the =rā marker in all examples from the ten films studied (n=32) 

 Position of the =rā marker 

Before the RC After the RC No =rā marking 

 

DO of both clauses 

(n=12) 

2 (17%) 

 

4 (33%) 6 (50%) 

DO of the MC 

(n=7) 

3 (43%) 3 (43%) 1 (14%) 

DO of the RC 

(n=13) 

0 

 

0 13 (100%) 

 

As table 1 shows, the distribution of the =rā marker in the film corpus changes according to 

the syntactic function of the head noun. In half the cases where the head noun functions as the 

specific direct object of both clauses, it remains unmarked by =rā; if a =rā marker is used, it 

appears twice more frequently after the relative clause. Head nouns are more often =rā marked 

when they function as the specific direct object of only the main clause, and the =rā marker is 

distributed evenly before and after the relative clause. In all examples where the head noun 

functions as the specific direct object of only the relative clause, it remains unmarked by =rā. 

 

Extraposed sentences 

 

Nine of the 32 examples from the film corpus are extraposed, i.e. the relative clause is in a post-

verbal position (see Table 2). In the sentences where the head noun functions as the specific 

direct object of both clauses, the =rā marker is either omitted (example 80) or applied after the 

relative clause (example 81): 

 

(80) tavaqo’   dār-in        man    bāvar  kon-am            in              čiz=i       ke  

 expectation  have.PRS-2PL PN.1SG believe  SBJV.do.PRS-1SG  DEM.PROX  thing=IND   CLM  

 dār-in         mi-g-in? 

 have.PRS-2PL IMP-say.PRS-2PL  

 You expect me to believe what you’re saying? (Khajooei, 2008, 00:39:55) 

 

(81) mā      edde'ā=i    ke    dār-in=o           ne-mi-tun-im            be-fahm-im 

 PN.1PL claim=IND      CLM  have.PRS-2PL=OM  NEG-IMP-can.PRS-1PL     SBJV-understand.PRS-1PL 

 We can’t understand the claims that you make (Seyyedi, 2016, 01:20:00) 
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In extraposed sentences whose head noun functions as the specific direct object of the main 

clause but not of the relative clause, the =rā marker can be applied before (but not after) the 

relative clause (example 82).  It can also be omitted (example 83): 

 

(82) hič surat o   sedā=i=ro       ne-mi-tun-i                 peydā  kon-i                  ke  

 no   face    and sound=IND=OM NEG-IMP-can.PRS-2SG  find        SBJV.do.PRS-2SG CLM  

 āšenā     bāš-e 

 familiar     SBJV.be-3SG 

 No familiar faces or sounds can be found (Sadrameli, 2010, 00:08:30) 

 

(83) be man    qarārdād=i nešun dād-an       ke   baste šod-e            o  sar  tā   pā  

 to   PN.1SG  contract=IND    show     give.PST-3PL CLM closed  become.PST-PP and head until foot  

 eškāl=e 

 problem=COP.PRS.3SG 

 They’ve shown me a contract that has already been signed but it is full of 

 mistakes (Raisian, 2019, 00:24:29) 

 

In all extraposed relative clauses where the head noun functions as the specific direct object of 

the relative clause but not of the main clause, the head noun is unmarked: 

 

(84) čiz=e      jozi   mund-e         ke    išun     peigiri    mi-kon-e 

 thing=EẒ    trivial   remain.PST-PP  CLM  PN.3PL   investigate  IMP-do.PRS-3SG 

 There remains a trivial matter that they are following up (Raisian, 2019, 

 00:49:00) 

 

Table 2.  Distribution of the =rā marker in extraposed examples (n=9) 

 Position of the =rā marker 

Before the RC No =rā marking 

 

DO of both clauses 

(n=2) 

1 (50%) 1 (50%) 

DO of the MC 

(n=4) 

2 (50%) 2 (50%) 

DO of the RC 

(n=3) 

0 3 (100%) 
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4.2. Distribution of the =rā marker in the target structure in the spoken translations 

 

DO of both clauses 

 

Head nouns that function as the specific direct object of both clauses are generally =rā marked 

(see table 4) in the translation corpus. A =rā marker after the relative clause (as in example 85) 

is more common than before the relative clause (as in example 86).  In a minority of examples, 

however, the =rā marker is omitted (example 87): 

 

(85) dānešāmuz=i ke    entexāb kard-i=o         ne-mi-šenās-am   (Participant 2) 

 student=IND         CLM  choose       do.PST-2SG=OM  NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

 I don’t know the student you chose 

 

(86) man     dānešāmuz=i=ro ke    entexāb kard-i        ne-mi-šenās-am   (Participant 3)  

 PN. 1SG  student=IND=OM        CLM  choose       do.PST-2SG  NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

 I don’t know the student you chose 

 

(87) dānešju=i   ke    entexāb kard-i        ne-mi-šenās-am   (Participant 35) 

 student=IND    CLM  choose       do.PST-2SG   NEG-IMP-know.PRS-1SG 

 I don’t know the student you chose 

 

Table 4.  Results of the translation test of sentences whose head noun functions as the specific direct object of both 

clauses (n=50). 
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šargerdi[ro] ke [uno] entexāb  kardi [ro] nemišenāsam 

I don’t know the student you chose 

18 0 19 9 4 

sibi [ro] ke diruz [uno] xordam [o] dust nadāštam 

I didn’t like the apple I ate yesterday 

10 0 28 5 7 

Total of unspoilt translations % 

 

31%  53% 16%  
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DO of the MC 

 

In sentences where the head noun functions as the specific direct object of the main clause but 

not of the relative clause, =rā markers can be found (see table 5). A =rā marker after the relative 

clause (example 88) is more common than before the relative clause (example 89): 

 

(88) bačče-hā=i  ke    tāze resid-e       bud-an=o       did-am   (Participant 34) 

 child-PL=IND    CLM  just   arrive.PST-PP  be.PST-3PL=OM  see.PST.1SG 

 I saw the children who had just arrived 

 

(89) man    bačče-hā=i=ro   ke   tāze  resid-e       bud-an     did-am   (Participant 36) 

 PN.1SG child-PL=IND=OM    CLM  just    arrive.PST-PP  be.PST-3PL  see.PST.1SG 

 I saw the children who had just arrived 

 

The =rā marker is also sometimes omitted: 

 

(90) bačče-hā=i ke    tāze umad-an      did-am   (Participant 48) 

 child-PL=IND  CLM  just    come.PST.3PL  see.PST.1SG 

 I saw the children who had just arrived 

 

Table 5.  Results of the translation test of sentences whose head noun functions as the specific direct object of the 

main clause (n=50). 
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baččehāi [ro] ke tāze reside budan [o] didam  

I saw the children who had just arrived 

11 - 29 6 4 

mo’allemi [ro] ke azeš mitarsid [o] did 

She saw the teacher she was afraid of 

15 - 25 7 3 

Total % of unspoilt translations 

 

28%  58% 14%  
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DO of the RC 

 

In the large majority of the translation sentences whose head noun functions as the specific 

direct object of the relative clause but not of the main clause, the=rā marker is omitted: 

 

(91) ‘aks=i     ke     foruxt-i      kojā=st?   (Participant 5) 

 photo=IND CLM  sell.PST-2SG  where=COP.PRS.3SG 

 Where is the photo you sold? 

 

Only one translation has a =rā-marked head noun: 

 

(92) un            ‘aks=i=ro       ke    to        foruxt-i     kojā=st?   (Participant 41) 

 DEM.DIST photo=IND=OM  CLM  PN.2SG  sell.PST-2SG  where=COP.PRS.3SG 

 Where is the photo you sold? 

 

 

Table 6.  Results of the translation test of sentences whose head noun functions as the specific direct object of 

the relative clause (n=50). 
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‘aksi [ro] ke [uno] foruxti kojāst? 

Where is the photo you sold?  

1 0 - 46 3 

qahvei [ro] ke [uno] nušid sard bud 

The coffee he drank was cold  

0 0 - 48 2 

Total % of unspoilt translations 

 

1%   99%  

 

 

Table 7 presents data for all the translation examples. As the table shows, the use and position 

of the =rā marker changes depending on the precise syntactic function of the head noun. 

Nowhere in the translations is there a referent pronoun marked with =rā. 
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Table 7.  Distribution of the =rā marker in the interviewees’ spoken translations of the target structure. 

 Position of the =rā marker 

Before the RC After the RC No =rā marking 

DO of both 

clauses 

31% 53% 16% 

DO of the MC 28% 

 

58% 14% 

DO of the RC 1% 

 

0 99% 

 

A comparison of the film corpus (Table 1) and the translation corpus (Table 7) reveals both 

similarities and differences. In both sets, referent pronouns with =rā markings are entirely 

absent, and the head nouns that function as the specific direct object of only the relative clause 

are routinely unmarked. However, compared to the sentences from the film corpus, the 

translation sentences include significantly more =rā markings in sentences where the head noun 

functions as the specific direct object of the main clause and of both clauses. The majority of 

these markings are post-posed. In DO of the MC sentences from the film corpus, there is an 

even distribution of pre-posed and post-posed =rā markers; in the translations, however, post-

posed =rā markers are twice as frequent as pre-posed =rā markers.  

 

4.3. Results of the first acceptability judgement test 

 

Table 8 presents the results of the first acceptability judgement test, where participants judged 

sentences taken directly from the films. As the mean average scores in table 8 show, all 

sentences were considered more or less correct.   

 

The most noteworthy result from the first acceptability judgement test is the difference in 

acceptability between sentences 1 and 5, where the head nouns are the specific direct object of 

both clauses. The omission of the =rā marker in sentence 5 presumably explains its lower score. 

The difference in the number of correct judgements of sentences 1 and 6 also suggests that a 

=rā marker before the relative clause is considered marginally more proper, although the 

numbers of acceptable judgements make clear that both patterns are considered correct.   
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Table 8.  Results of the first acceptability judgement test (n=50).  These sentences are taken from the film corpus. 
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1) goftam ġaẓāiro ke dust dārin barātun dorost konam 

I said I would prepare the food you like 

47 1 2 9.5 

2) moxaderi ke be nuneš zadi enqadr ziād bud ke ye doxtaro košt 

You added so much opiate to the bread that it killed a girl 

47 1 2 9.5 

3) bāvaram nemiše ke in hāšem hamun hāšemie ke mišenāxtam 

I can't believe this is the same Hashem I used to know 

49 0 1 9.8 

4) harči ke mahiā be šomā gofte doroste 

Everything Mahia’s told you is right 

47 3 0 9.8 

5) puliveri ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridam foruxti? 

Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

33 15 2 8.1 

6) ġaẓāye sardi ke az diruz mundero naxordam 

I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday 

42 8 0 9.2 

 

 

4.4. Results of the second acceptability judgement test 

 

DO of both clauses 

 

The results in tables 9 and 10 show that sentences whose head noun functions as the specific 

direct object of both the main clause and the relative clause are considered correct with a pre-

posed =rā marker or a post-posed =rā marker. Sentences without the =rā marker are also 

considered correct, albeit marginally less so. According to the average scores, the extraposed 

relative clauses are clearly judged as incorrect, as are anaphoric strategies such as the referent 

pronoun un and enclitic =eš. 
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Table 9.  Results of the second acceptability judgement test of the šāgerd variations (n=50). 
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šāgerdiro ke entexāb kardi nemišenāsam 

I don’t know the student you chose 

46 4 0 9.6 

šāgerdi ke entexāb kardiro nemišenāsam 

I don’t know the student you chose 

44 3 3 9.1 

šāgerdi ke entexāb kardi nemišenāsam 

I don’t know the student you chose 

36 10 4 8.2 

šāgerdi ke uno entexāb kardi nemišenāsam 

I don’t know the student you chose 

5 10 35 2.0 

šāgerdi nemišenāsam ke entexāb kardi 

Lit. Any student I don’t know that you chose 

0 5 45 0.5 

 

 

Table 10.  Results of the second acceptability judgement test of the puliver variations (n=50). 
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puliveri ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridamo foruxti? 

Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

35 13 2 8.3 

puliveriro ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridam foruxti? 

Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

34 14 2 8.2 

puliveri ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridam foruxti? 

Did you sell the jumper I bought you for your birthday? 

34 13 3 8.1 

puliveri ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridameš foruxti?                

Lit. Did you sell the jumper I bought you it for your birthday? 

7 13 30 2.7 

puliveriro foruxti ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridam? 

Untranslatable 

4 6 40 1.4 
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DO of the MC 
 

For sentences with a head noun that functions as the specific direct object of only the main 

clause, the picture is similar. As the results in table 11 show, the order of acceptability is the 

same as for the šāgerd sentence in Table 9; however, the figures make a clearer case for =rā 

marking, and before the relative clause. 

 

Table 11.  Results of the second judgement test of the ġaẓa-ye sard variations (n=50). 
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ġaẓaye sardiro ke az diruz munde naxordam 

I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday 

44 6 0 9.4 

ġaẓaye sardi ke az diruz mundero naxordam 

I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday 

38 9 3 8.5 

ġaẓaye sardi ke az diruz munde naxordam 

I didn’t eat the cold food left over from yesterday 

20 19 11 5.9 

 

 

DO of the RC 

 

The results in table 12 show that sentences with marked and unmarked head nouns that function 

as the specific direct object of only the relative clause are considered similarly acceptable, with 

a slight preference for unmarked head nouns. 
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Table 12.  Results of the second judgement test of the moxader variations (n=50). 
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moxaderi ke be nuneš zadi enqadr ziād bud ke ye doxtaro košt 

 

38 8 4 8.4 

moxaderiro ke be nuneš zadi enqadr ziād bud ke ye doxtaro košt 

 

34 10 6 7.8 

 

The results from Tables 9 ̶ 12 are visualised in Figure 6 (see section 5). 

 

4.5. Biographical factors that might affect the results 

 

While beyond the scope of this degree project’s research questions, it is important to at least 

consider biographical factors that might affect the results in the acceptability judgement tests.  

The results from 14 participants were therefore scrutinised, but no significant differences or 

patterns based on domicile, gender, age, or first language were found. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

 

5.1. Interpretation of the findings 

 

The most noteworthy result of this empirical investigation must be the absence of =rā marking 

in the target structure and the acceptability of this omission by Farsi speakers. After all, a =rā 

marker is legitimate in all the examples presented in section 4, and yet only 51% of the head 

nouns are =rā marked in some way. This result tallies with observations in textbooks about 

optional =rā marking (e.g. Lambton, 1974, p. 76) and with a claim in Windfuhr and Perry 

(2009, p. 535) about the inconsistent use of the =rā marker in spoken Farsi in general. An 

important addition from the results of this degree project is that unmarked sentences are 

considered more than acceptable by Farsi speakers, with an average acceptability judgement 

score of 7.4 out of 1029.    

 

Another noticeable result across the board is the absence of referent pronouns. Indeed, no 

example from the film and translation corpora exhibits this technique for marking the head noun 

as the specific direct object of any clause. The one example provided in the second acceptability 

judgement test (šāgerdi ke uno entexāb kardi nemišenāsam) has an average score of only 2 out 

of 10 (see Figure 6), and it is the sentence that aroused the most reactions from participants: 

 

 “uno is redundant”   (Participant 14) 

 “I should say it’s correct”   (Participant 41)  

 “Impossible!”  (Participant 30) 

 “Unsure…  Maybe it’s wrong”   (Participant 8) 

 

This result suggests that the once optional use of referent pronouns in restrictive relative clauses 

(as noted in Lazard, 1957, p. 222; Elwell-Sutton, 1963, p. 112; Thackston, 1993, p. 86; 

Windfuhr and Perry, 2009, p. 503) is no longer considered acceptable in spoken Farsi. 

 

In sentences where the head noun functions as the direct object of both the main clause and the 

relative clause, a mixed picture has emerged. Sixty-two percent of the examples of DO of both  

                                                             
29 N.B. Correct = 10; Acceptable = 5; Incorrect = 0 
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Figure 6.  Ranking of the relative clauses based on results of the second acceptability judgement exercise.  Mean 

average score out of ten in brackets (n=50). 

 

Most correct 

 
 šāgerdiro ke entexāb kardi nemišenāsam (9.6) 

 

 ġaẓaye sardiro ke az diruz munde naxordam (9.4) 

 

 šāgerdi ke entexāb kardiro nemišenāsam (9.1) 

 

  

 ġaẓaye sardi ke az diruz mundero naxordam (8.5) 

 

 moxaderi ke be nuneš zadi enqadr ziād bud ke ye doxtaro košt (8.4) 

 

 puliveri ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridamo foruxti? (8.3) 

 

  puliveriro ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridam foruxti? (8.2) 

 

  šāgerdi ke entexāb kardi nemišenāsam (8.2)  

 

 puliveri ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridam foruxti? (8.1) 

   

 moxaderiro ke be nuneš zadi enqadr ziād bud ke ye doxtaro košt (7.8) 

 

  

  

 

  

 

 ġaẓaye sardi ke az diruz munde naxordam (5.9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 puliveri ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridameš foruxti? (2.7)               

 

  

 šāgerdi ke uno entexāb kardi nemišenāsam (2.0) 

           

   

 puliveriro foruxti ke man kādoye tavalod barāt xaridam? (1.4) 

 

 

 šāgerdi nemišenāsam ke entexāb kardi (0.5) 

 

Least correct 
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sentences from the film corpus are unmarked, and the average acceptability judgement score 

for such sentences is 8.2 out of 10. These results clearly suggest that no =rā marker is necessary 

for acceptability in such relative clauses. However, the translations seem to reveal that Farsi 

speakers know that specific direct object marking is grammatically correct, because 86% of 

these sentences are =rā-marked: 30% attached to the head noun and before the relative clause 

and 56% after the relative clause.  

 

A greater degree of sensitivity to the need for specific direct object marking can be seen in 

examples where the head noun functions as the specific direct object of only the main clause.  

Eighty-six percent of the examples of DO of the MC sentences collected for this degree project 

are =rā marked, and the =rā marker is post-posed in just over half of those examples. Although 

58% of the participants’ translations include post-posed =rā markers for this pattern, the 

acceptability judgement scores show that pre-posed =rā markers are considered significantly 

more correct. Unmarked head nouns in DO of the MC sentences represent only 14% of the 

sentences in both corpora, and such sentences score only 5.9 in the acceptability judgement test. 

 

A clear picture emerges for sentences where the head noun functions as the direct object of only 

the relative clause. Only one example in the whole corpus for this degree project has a =rā-

marked head noun, meaning 99.5% of examples are unmarked. This result demonstrates what 

Farsi speakers do (and what is advocated in e.g. Rafiee, 1988; Dahlén, 2010); however, it does 

not demonstrate that a =rā  marker is considered incorrect. The =rā-marked example in the 

acceptability judgement test (moxaderiro ke be nuneš zadi enqadr ziād bud ke ye doxtaro košt) 

test has an average score of 7.8, only 0.6 lower than the unmarked version of the sentence.    

 

5.2. A footnote on relative clauses in spoken discourse 

 

As discussed in section 2.9, relative clauses in the strict sense are more common in writing than 

in speaking. Several participants in the tests for this degree project commented on the 

complexity and strangeness of the language they were asked to translate and judge, saying e.g.  

“this sounds so mechanical” (Participant 49) and “we don’t speak like this in Persian” 

(Participant 38). Some participants also paraphrased sentences to avoid a relative clause, e.g.  
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“She saw the teacher she was afraid of” 

 

(93) un       vaqti  mo'allem=eš=o   did             tarsid bud         az=eš    (Participant 9) 

 PN.3SG  when    teacher=PC.3SG=OM  see.PST.3SG   afraid   be.PST.3SG  of=PC.3SG 

 When she saw the teacher she was afraid 

 

Participant 43 added at the end of the acceptability judgement test that “speaking and writing 

in Farsi are like heaven and earth”.  These individual comments and loose translations tally with 

conclusions made in cross-linguistic studies on relative clauses (e.g. Miller, 2006, pp. 509-510; 

Hendery, 2012, p. 169) and first language acquisition (e.g. Pelera, 1986, p. 510) that relative 

clauses are a more common feature of writing than speaking.   

 

Several examples from the film corpus also support the claim that relative clauses in everyday 

spoken language can be more loosely integrated with the head noun in such a way that would 

be considered incorrect in high-register language, e.g. writing (Miller, 2006, pp. 509-510), e.g. 

 

 

(94) ḥatman raft-e=e                     piš=e  ān             doxtar-e…  hamun doxtar=i ke       

 certainly   go.PST-PP=COP.PRS.3SG  to=EẒ     DEM.DIST    girl-REF           same        girl=IND    CLM  

 bā  u          ’arusi    mi-kon-e 

 with PN.3SG    marriage   IMP-do.PRS-3SG  

 He must have gone to that girl’s place…  the same girl he’s going to marry

 (Saghafi, 2017, 00:32:49) 

 

(95) hame=ye ḥarf-ā=i      ke   tu=ye dādgostari  zad-am      hame=ro injā tekrār  

 all=EẒ          word-PL=IND   CLM in=EẒ   court of justice  hit.PST-1SG  all=OM         here    repeat 

 kard-am  

 do.PST-1SG  

 I repeated every word here that I said at court (Jeyrani, 2002, 01:12:17) 

 

(96) in               kār=et       ke     beh=em    goft-e       bud-i         piš=e  vakile   

 DEM.PROX   job=PC.2SG    CLM    to=PC.1SG    say.PST-PP  be.PST-2SG   at=EẒ      lawyer    

 rāẓi=i                     az  hame  chi? 

 satisfied=COP.PRS.2SG  of    all          thing 

 This work of yours at the legal firm that you mentioned to me - are you satisfied 

` with it all? (Sadrameli, 2010, 00:45:26) 
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(97) tanhā ādam=i   hast-i       ke... aṣlan man    xod-am=o       farāmuš mi-kon-am 

 only      person=IND be.PRS-2SG CLM  ever      PN.1SG self-PC.1SG=OM  forget          IMP-do.PRS.1SG 

 You’re the only person that… I can forget who I really am (Seyyedi, 2016, 

 00:55:52) 

 

The clauses in examples 94 ̶ 97 are not integrated well enough to be included in the results for 

this study, but they illustrate an interesting feature of spoken discourse, or perhaps a difference 

between high- and low-register language, that is relevant to this degree project and perhaps an 

avenue for further research. Another example from the film corpus not only provides further 

illustration of this point, but also reveals a difference in the typical grammatical resources of 

speech and writing. In a scene from Raisian (2019), an actor says the following line, composed 

of two loosely integrated sentences: 

 

(98)  qarārdar=e «tip» dār-im.       čand sāl  bā   ham         kār mi-kon-im 

 contract=EẒ       typical have.PRS-1PL  several year  with  one.another  work IMP-do.PRS.1PL 

 We have a “typical” contract.  We’ve worked together for several years (ibid., 

 00:45:42) 

 

There is no relative clause in the strict sense in example 98.  However, the lines are delivered 

in such a way that makes clear that there is one thought process here.  The context of the scene 

also makes clear that the second sentence modifies the first, conforming to a pattern that Miller 

(2006) considers a spoken relative clause, where “one clause identifies the referent and another 

clause supplies extra information” (p. 510).    Interestingly, the written version of this sentence, 

the subtitle, contains a relative clause (see figure 7): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.  Screenshot from (Raisian, 2019).   
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The writer of the subtitle has joined these two loosely integrated ideas into a sentence with a 

relative clause, adding further weight to the claim that relative clauses are a more common 

feature in writing than in speech.  
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6. CONCLUSION 

This degree project has, of course, a limited scope for providing generalizable results.  Only 

thirty-two examples of the target structure were found in the films and only 50 Farsi speakers, 

most of whom were young and all of whom were university educated, took the acceptance 

judgement test. However, the combined results of the film analysis, translation test, and the 

acceptability test by Farsi speakers do reveal striking patterns that motivate the following three 

conclusions about the target structure in spoken Farsi, if only for this degree project’s corpus: 

 

1. Correct =rā marking of the head noun in restrictive relative clauses is dependent on the 

syntactic function of the head noun: 

 

 1a. When the head noun functions as the specific direct object of both the main 

 clause and the relative clause, it can either be left unmarked, or marked with either 

 a pre-posed or post-posed =rā marker.  Marked head nouns are considered 

 slightly more correct. 

 

 1b. When the head noun functions as the specific direct object of only the main 

 clause, it can either be left unmarked, or marked with either a pre-posed or post-

 posed =rā marker.  Marked head nouns are considered more correct. 

 

 1c. When the head noun functions as the specific direct object of only 

 the relative clause, the =rā marker is omitted.  A marked head noun in this context 

 is not considered incorrect by most Farsi speakers, but they do not see the need to 

 apply the =rā marker. 

 

2. The omission of the =rā marker is common in spoken restrictive relative clauses and 

ultimately has little effect on the acceptability of the sentence among Farsi speakers. 

 

3. The use of the referent pronoun is considered an incorrect technique for constructing 

restrictive relative clauses whose head noun functions as a specific direct object. 

 

Conclusion 1 is a well-established fact (e.g. Elwell-Sutton, 1963, p. 113), but no previous study 

has shown the same patterns as described in sub-conclusions 1a, 1b, and 1c.  Some previous 
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descriptions have, for example, presented a misleadingly uniform pattern (e.g. Rafiee, 1988, p. 

201).  Some have not included explanations for all three patterns (Lambton, 1974; Dahlén, 

2010), and others have not included post-posed =rā markers in their descriptions (e.g.  

Thackston, 1993; Jafari, 2017).   

 

Conclusion 2 confirms both a more general claim in Windfuhr and Perry (2009, p. 505) and 

examples presented in all referenced textbooks and grammars except Thackston (1987).  

However, the extent of =rā marker omission is not described in any previous work.   

 

Conclusion 3 goes further than previous studies that have described the use of referent pronouns 

in relative clauses as optional (e.g. Lazard, 1957, p. 222; Thackston, 1993, p. 86). The results 

of this degree project show that this relativisation strategy is not accepted in everyday speech.  

 

In the nineteen years since Karimi’s (2001) theoretical investigation of complex determiner 

phrases (see section 2.6), it is fair to say that a great deal seems to have changed.  The post-

posed =rā marker is well established in the speech patterns of the Farsi speakers who 

participated in this study and it is rarely judged as incorrect.  More importantly, perhaps, is the 

omission of the =rā marker in spoken restrictive relative clauses, which no previous study has 

shown to be such a common phenomenon.   

 

In ’Abdollahnejad and Marefat's (2017) study of written restrictive relative clauses in 

newspaper editorials, only 18.5% of the =rā markings were post-posed (see section 2.6). This 

figure contrasts starkly with the findings of this study, where only 20% of the =rā markings are 

pre-posed. This contrast confirms why spoken relative clauses are considered “central in 

research on spoken and written language, on the distinction between the grammatical resources 

of languages and their users, and on typology” (Miller, 2006, p. 511).   

 

The conclusions in this degree project hopefully prepare the ground for further research in three 

directions. First, a study of more loosely integrated relative clauses in spoken Farsi (as presented 

in examples 94 ̶ 98) would make an important contribution to work on complex sentences in 

low-register language. Second, a comparison of written and spoken relative clauses would 

contribute to current cross-linguistic research (referred to in Miller, 2006) and also pinpoint 

more precisely different conventions for =rā marking depending on the context. Third, future 

studies could also use more sophisticated data-gathering techniques to measure the brain’s 
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responses to syntactic violations or variations. These measurements provide event-related 

potentials that would give more reliable insights into participants’ implicit grammatical 

knowledge (Alemán Bañon, Fiorentino and Gabriele, 2012).    
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